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1.

ADDED VALUE OF SUSTAINABILITY IN OFFICE BUILDINGS
Josef Kupec

Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Thákurova 7, 166 29 Praha 6 – Dejvice, Czech
Republic, kupecjos@fsv.cvut.cz

Abstract
The issue of environmental sustainability of buildings is relatively new in many areas and has not yet been sufficiently
explored. One of the little-explored areas is the relationship between environmental sustainability and the
properties’ market value. In practice, LEED or BREEAM sustainability certificates are often used to determine the
degree of environmental sustainability. These certificates are well known to international investors and tenants in
domestic markets. Sustainability has evolved into a competitive factor due to its positive economic, ecological and
social impact. Certified buildings are preferred by major corporate tenants with an international field of activity who
often have ethical rules for sustainable development. This increases the attractiveness of the building, which has a
positive effect on its market value.
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Introduction
In recent years, sustainability in construction has become very important. Almost all newly built office buildings have
a sustainability certificate. Nonetheless, Czech valuers usually do not examine in detail the impact of the object’s
sustainability certificate on its market value. Most commercial properties are valued using the income approach.
Operating costs are generally transferred to the lessee and therefore not directly entered into the calculation of a
property’s market value. The importance of this issue lies in the impact of a building’s certification on the value of
real estate not having been sufficiently quantified.
The benefits of certified buildings are addressed in many published articles. Today, sustainability in real estate is
firmly anchored in society, policy and in the minds of people. Green buildings have added value to real estate in
several areas; this has an impact on the market value. In many markets, green buildings are perceived to be of better
quality, and many of today's large tenants are willing to pay extra for green premises. For these tenants, renting
green spaces is an opportunity to demonstrate their commitment to sustainability, thereby attracting the best
employees and increase productivity [1]. For this reason, green buildings can generate higher rents per unit and thus
increase the revenue from its operations [2].
Saving energy is not the only benefit of the green buildings. The added value of a green building is also reflected
in risk mitigation for owners and banks providing financing. In the risk assessment process, it is necessary to take
into consideration that green buildings can have added value in a more stable yield, higher resilience to consumer
preferences, ever tightening requirements for sustainable construction and the impact of rising energy costs. By
reducing the risk of investment, the yield is compressed and the value increases. Another effect of less risk is better
bank financing when green buildings are constructed [2].
The two the most commonly used certification systems for the sustainability certification of office properties are
LEED and BREEAM, both well known to international investors and tenants in domestic markets. The purpose of this
proposed research is to quantify the impact of LEED and BREEAM sustainability certificates on the market value of
office properties in Prague and to assess whether a higher sustainability certification grade increases market value.

Market value of office properties and its key valuation inputs
According to international valuation standards, three basic and generally accepted valuation approaches are used
for the valuation of real estate: the market (comparative) approach, the income approach, and the cost approach
[3]. Each office building is unique with individual elements affecting its market value. The income approach is most
often used for the valuation of office buildings. During the income approach the valuation is performed based on
the capitalisation of the potential net income obtained from the rent of the property based on the investment risks
relating to the ownership of the property. When this approach is properly applied, it is considered a solid indication
of the value of the property for its capacity to produce an income. All valuation approaches involve a valuation
method whereby the capital value is found by capitalising or discounting the estimated future income to be derived
from the property. The most common methods for establishing yield are the calculation of eternal fixed income
(constant yield over a long period of time), establishing yield value by means of appraisal norm, and calculations for
variable yield [3].
Simply put, the value of an office building is calculated as the ratio of rental income and the capitalisation rate
[11]. Unit rent and yield are two key valuation inputs used for office property valuation and market value
determination. For this reason, the unit rent and the yield are important indicators of the condition of the market
segment and are analysed by real estate consulting companies, banks, appraisers and other real estate specialists
[12].
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Individual parameters have a positive or negative effect on these two main key inputs and are closely
interconnected. The basic parameters that affect the market value of office buildings include location, age, technical
condition, standard, occupancy, tenant structure, competition in the area, lettable area structure, supply and
demand, and other individual characteristic.

Impact of environmental sustainability on the key inputs effecting market value
According to USGBC, LEED-certified buildings command the highest rents, while lease-up rates typically range from
average to 20% above average. Vacancy rates for green buildings are an estimated 4% lower than non-green
properties [9]. In the application of the income approach for real estate valuation, several valuation inputs such as
structural vacancy, nonrecoverable costs, capital expenditures, voids on expiry, initial void, etc. are used. However,
the inputs with the most significant impact on market value are level of yield and rental level. For these reasons, this
article focuses mainly on these two key inputs.

Impact on the level of yield
The best way to determine the impact of sustainability certificates on the level of yield is by analysing direct
market evidence with known initial yields. The initial yield is a particular type of income yield and is the net
income received in the first year divided by purchase price, and is a common market measure of investment
performance [5].
As described in Chapter 2, several parameters affect the value of office buildings. Restrictive conditions should
be set to obtain a sufficiently meaningful sample and thus eliminate the impact of the parameters affecting the
value.
Publicly available information sources, such as the real estate cadastre, business newspapers and press releases
of investment funds were used to obtain information on realised transactions of office buildings corresponding to
the selected parameters. For all properties, the sustainability certificate and its grade were investigated. The sample
consist of 32 office properties which meet the selected parameters, 20 have obtained LEED or BREEAM certification
at any level, and 12 properties are non-certified.
During the examined period (January 2017 – December 2020) movement in the market level of office yields could
be observed. Therefore, it was necessary to adjust the obtained data to reflect market condition at the transaction
date. Data adjustment by using coefficients through the indirect comparison method is commonly used in real estate
valuation practice to determine market level [6]. The initial yield of all transactions was converted to market level
as of December 2020. The adjustment was based on the movement in Prague prime office yields as reported by
Colliers International [7]. The prime office yield in Prague in December 2020 was 4,25%. If the initial yield at the date
of the transaction was higher (in 1Q/2017 – 1Q/2019) than the level in December 2020, the initial yield was reduced.
The opposite procedure was used if the prime yield level was lower (in 3Q/2019 – 1Q/2020)
The aim of my research was not only to determine the impact of sustainability certification on market value but
also the impact of a building’s certification grade. To reflect the sustainability certificate grade, the properties were
divided in for groups:


sustainability certificate with highest grade – LEED Platinum/BREEAM Outstanding



sustainability certificate with high grade – LEED Gold/BREEAM Excellent



sustainability certificate – LEED Silver/BREEAM Very good - Good



no sustainability certificate.

Subsequently, the initial yield was determined for each group. To determine the impact on market value, the
properties without certification were used as a base.
5
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Certificate grade

Number
of
properties

Adjusted
average initial
yield

Impact on
market value

LEED Platinum/BREEAM Outstanding

7

4,90%

128,78%

LEED Gold/BREEAM Excellent

7

5,62%

112,28%

6

6,25%

100,96%

12

6,31%

100,00%

LEED Silver/BREEAM Very good Good
None

Table 1: Adjusted average initial yield reflecting the sustainability certificate grade (source: author)

Table 1 shows that the certification of the office properties already has had an impact on the level of yield
which effect market value.
For sustainability certification to have an impact, the property must at least achieve a LEED Gold or BREEAM
Excellent certificate, so that due to yield reduction the market value could increase by 10-15%. If a building
obtains the highest grade of sustainability certification, its market value can increase by up to 25 - 30% compared
to a building with a lower grade or without certification.

Impact on the level of rent
The second most important key input is the level of rent. Certified buildings are preferred by major corporate tenants
with an international field of activity who often have ethical rules for sustainability. One of the most obvious benefit
of green buildings should be energy savings. Saving energy reduces operating costs and thus helps to increase
headline rent, which has a positive effect on the value of the property. To verify this assumption, an analysis of
headline rents and service charges on the Prague office market was performed. As a source of information, the CBRE
office advertising server was used [8].
As described in Chapter 2, several parameters affect the value of office buildings. Restrictive conditions should
be set to obtain a sufficiently meaningful sample and thus eliminate the impact of the parameters affecting the
value. The selected sample consisted of 43 office properties. Subsequently, the properties were divided into the
same groups used in the initial yield analysis. For these groups, the average headline rent and average service
charges was determined.
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Certificate grade

Number
of
properties

Average
headline rent

Average
service charges

LEED Platinum/BREEAM Outstanding

6

15,08 €

3,65 €

LEED Gold/BREEAM Excellent

12

14,74 €

3,60 €

5

14,60 €

3,51 €

20

14,43 €

3,78 €

LEED Silver/BREEAM Very good Good
None

Table 2: Average headline rent and service charge fee reflecting the sustainability certificate grade (source: author)

Table 2 shows that the certification of the office properties has had a very low impact on the level of headline
rent and service charges. The identified difference in headline rent of the property with the highest grade of
sustainability certificate is lower than 5%. Also, the difference in service charges is almost negligible. Green
properties may have lower costs for energy supplies, however, these costs are balanced by higher maintenance
costs which are reflected in service charges.
The assumption that energy savings reduce operating costs and thus help to increase headline rent was not
confirmed. Also, the assumption that tenants are willing to pay higher rent for properties with a higher
sustainability certificate grade was not confirmed.
It is necessary to take into consideration that headline rent is only one component of net effective rent
calculation. The net effective rent which is used for property valuation also includes rental incentives such as rent
free or fit-out contributions. However. the impact of these components is significantly lower than the impact of
headline rent, and author team is not aware of any publication supporting the impact of sustainability
certification grades on rental incentives.

Conclusion
Real estate is a specific type of asset and every real estate is unique. There may be significant differences
between individual office buildings, especially in location, size, design standard, and other key factors that have
a decisive impact on the resulting market value. The Czech real estate market is becoming increasingly interesting
for international investors who want to invest in premium real estate. Foreign investors and tenants often do not
have the know-how of local investors and therefore prefer certified properties they know from their markets.
For them, certification is a sufficient indication of quality that ensures higher and stable income and lower risk
levels. These factors contribute positively to the transaction prices of certified buildings. From the perspective of
an international investor, the real estate market in the Czech Republic consists mainly of Prague. Regional cities
are not as interesting for foreign investors, and therefore certification is not so widespread.
The income approach is most often used for the valuation of office buildings. When using the income
approach, the unit rent, and the yield are two key valuation inputs used for office property valuation and market
value determination.
To determine the impact of sustainability certificates on yield, information on realised transactions of office
buildings corresponding to pre-selected parameters was obtained from publicly available information sources.
For sustainability certifications to have an impact on yield, the property must at least achieve a LEED Gold or
BREEAM Excellent certificate, then the market value could increase by 10-15% due to a yield reduction. If a
building obtains the highest grade of sustainability certification, its market value can increase by up to 25 - 30%
compared to a building with a lower grade or without certification.
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The analysis of real estate advertising shows that the certification of the office properties has a very low
impact on the level of headline rent and service charges. The identified difference in headline rent of the property
with the highest grade of sustainability certificate is lower than 5%. The difference in service charges is also
almost negligible. Green properties may have lower costs for energy supplies, however these costs are balanced
by higher maintenance costs which are reflected in service charges. The assumption that energy savings reduce
operating costs and thus help to increase headline rent was not confirmed. The assumption that tenants are
willing to pay higher rent for properties with a higher grade of sustainability certificate was also not confirmed.
This research shows that higher grades of sustainability certificates have an impact on the market value of
office properties. A higher certificate grade causes yield compression, which increases the market value. This
corresponds with the assumption that sustainability certificates mitigate risks for owners and banks providing
financing.
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2. DIGITIZATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY USING UNMANNED
SYSTEMS
Ing. Zbyněk Škoda*1
*1CTU in Prague, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Department of Construction Management and Economics, Thakurova
7, Prague, 166 29, Czech Republic, zbynek.skoda@cvut.cz

Abstract
Unmanned systems have initially been considered to be a solution for performing dangerous and besmirched
activities. The first generation of these systems was designed with relatively limited capabilities, which affected their
flexibility and efficiency in a particular operational situation. The physical distance between the human operator
responsible for carrying out an activity and the unmanned system that performs that activity presents some
potential shortcomings in the system.
The communication line that provides control of the unmanned system has some latency that may prevent the
operator from providing effective feedback. The bandwidth of the data transmission may limit the extent to which
the data and information collected may be available to the operator for analysis. The communication line is also
prone to intentional or unintentional interference, limiting its availability during critical mission phases. In addition,
a significant number of incidents related to unmanned system accidents are caused by operator errors. In order to
overcome these potential shortcomings, the development of unmanned system autonomy has been identified as a
possible way among possible solution.

Keywords
UAV, unmanned systems, digitization, 3D model, drones
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Introduction
Construction is one of the least digitized industries. People lose almost half of their time on construction sites
looking for information. Nevertheless, the ones they gain are often bad. With a value-added of € 1.7 trillion per
year (10% of European GDP) and around 18 million employees, construction is one of the drivers of economic
growth in Europe. However, European construction companies have been plagued for years by stagnant
productivity and low levels of profitability.
With the advent of new technologies and the availability of structured data, many industries are in the midst
of a digital transformation that increases their productivity in addition to construction. According to Eurostat,
productivity in construction has increased by only 2% over the last decade, while productivity in manufacturing
has increased by an average of 20% over the same period.

Figure 1 - Global productivity with real gross value added, 1995=100 [1]

This vast gap highlights that construction remains a sector that is still considered very obsolete. It is
fragmented, highly manual, and still unable to apply approaches to digital building well enough. These are, of
course, various issues that still need to be addressed, but they also offer great potential for the future.
The question is, then, what is holding back the construction industry. As in many other established sectors, the
historical fragmentation in the construction industry seems to have created outdated processes, technological
reservoirs, and divisions of responsibilities that do not lead to complete digitization.
Given the significant amount of manual labor needed to build roads, automation is a promising opportunity to
improve productivity in this low-margin industry. For example, the initial survey could be further automated using
lidar technology, which would reduce time and costs. Data from multiple sources could be embedded in a digital
representation of physical assets - known as the digital twin. These digital models allow suppliers to visualize the
entire life cycle of a road and optimize its performance. The use of 3D machine-driven excavation systems can
serve as a substitute for assessing the potential of automation in the later stages of road construction. These
systems combine geolocation services with digital models for the partial automation of earthworks.
The Czech industry has been doing well in recent years, but the construction industry is doing much worse.
One possible reason is that the industry is investing much more in new technologies and processes. Construction
remains a traditional sector, where innovation is instead the exception. As a result, it hinders possible growth.

Unmanned systems and drones era
Drones and unmanned systems have found use in many industries in recent years and are also beginning to
appear in construction. For example, they perform:
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building inspections - used to look for defects in places where the human eye cannot see,
safety control on the construction site - monitor compliance with safety processes,
virtual guide - for example, investors will use drones to view the building from the comfort of an office chair.

Drones are penetrating more and more into the construction industry, and their golden age is yet to come.
While so far, drones have functioned more on construction sites as passive observers and supervisors, in the
future, they may also perform specific tasks of workers more.
The term "drone" has a wide range of uses and has been applied to vehicles from submarines to satellites. For
our purposes, we define drones as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or unmanned aerial vehicles (UASs),
consisting of a ground operator, the drone itself, and the communications system that connects them.
According to this definition, drones are basically flying robots that can work with varying degrees of autonomy.
Some are fully remote-controlled, while others are equipped to fly and navigate automatically using onboard
flight planning software in conjunction with GPS and sensors. Drones can be equipped with various sensors,
including cameras, video devices, or others, such as infrared sensors for heat detection.
The data obtained by sensors connected to drones represent the actual value of drones for organizations. The
benefits are realized by processing, analyzing, and interpreting this data within a broader environment, enabling
business knowledge generation.
Unmanned system autonomy is defined as the unmanned system's ability to achieve its mission objectives.
Therefore, more complex tasks mean a higher level of autonomy. NATO divisions are used for unmanned systems
in the military. NATO has defined four levels for classifying unmanned system autonomy:
Level 1

Remotely controlled system - The response and behavior of the system depend on the
control of the operator.

Level 2

Automatic system - Response and behavior depend on pre-programmed built-in
functionality.

Level 3

Autonomous non-learning system - The behavior depends on a fixed built-in functionality
or on a fixed set of rules that dictate the system's behavior.

Level 4

Autonomous learning system with the ability to modify rules
Defining Behavior - Behavior depends on a set of rules that can be modified to continually
improve targeted responses and behavior within an overarching set of inviolable
rules/behaviors.
Figure 2 – NATO classification levels for unmanned system autonomy [3]

The use of drones can generally be divided into two main categories: recreational and commercial. The first
type involves individuals who use drones as a hobby or for fun. The second involves the use of drones to generate
economic returns or provide a public service. The rules of the British Civil Aviation Authority impose restrictions
on both categories of drone use, including an effective ban on most uses that go "beyond the line of sight"
(BVLOS).
The types of drones that fall within our definition include:





Fixed-wing - Uses aircraft-like wings to provide lift rather than rotors;
One rotor - With one rotor that provides lift, plus a tail rotor direction of control;
Hybrid VTOL with fixed wings - Combines the capabilities of a fixed-wing with the ability to take off and land
vertically;
Multirotor or multicopter - With multiple rotors, usually four (known as "quadcopters").
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Drones are also available in various sizes:






Micro - Fits in the palm of a hand. It is used mainly for recreational purposes indoors;
Small - Between 50 cm and 100 cm. It is mainly used for shooting or photography;
Medium - Twice the size of small drones. It can carry professional cameras or small packages;
Large - Able to carry heavier loads;
Oversize - It can carry people or weighty loads

Drones are increasingly being used in the construction industry to provide fast, inexpensive, and high-quality work
without the need for human workers, in addition to the worker who controls the drone, unless it is fully autonomous.
The time it would take to measure and photograph a given plot of land without using a drone is many times higher
than using a drone. The time saved can then be used to work with data provided by drones. Another advantage is
wireless data transmission, where drones can transmit current data in real-time to the server, and the data can be
accessed by anyone around the world with minimal delay. Another advantage is the accessibility of drones when
they reach even hard-to-reach places or places that are dangerous for a human worker.
Another use can be a technical inspection of buildings. For many companies that manage larger or smaller technical
infrastructure, technical control of this infrastructure is essential. Examples are energy companies that manage
thousands of kilometers of power lines or radio companies that need to control tall transmitters on the fly. Offshore
wind farms are also inspected. Unmanned systems can fly close to the ground, close to the controlled equipment,
and thanks to the ability to pre-define the path to be flown, it is possible to record the control at the touch of a
button. In addition, if the unmanned system is equipped with a high-resolution camera, the technician on the ground
will recognize even the most minor details. Complete control using an unmanned system is simpler, faster, and,
finally, cheaper. Specific knowledge of the problem before the exit of the technician enables a more efficient supply
of spare parts or the necessary technics necessary for revision. The downtime required for the patch is thus
minimized.
Inspection services, such as roof surveys that previously required scaffolding, cherry pickers, and rope access
with workers who had to conduct surveys at height, can now be performed safely and much faster with UAV
drones. Unmanned systems can provide better inspection and survey services than these traditional methods
with the added benefit of real cost savings.
It is not just about reducing costs and increasing the speed of drone surveys, which are identified as a better
alternative to scaffolding and rope access methods. Drones can control buildings, structures, etc., from angles
and heights that are simply impossible with conventional methods, which means that they can truly offer a
unique perspective with real value.
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Furthermore, that is not the end of the positives. If necessary, after regular surveys carried out on the plot or
construction site, the drones can follow a predetermined "flight plan" of the GPS map so that it is possible to
inspect the buildings/plots from precisely the same heights and angles as before. This creates invaluable data
that can be viewed and compared with archived data. This can highlight evolving problems and any defects and
problems identified with the structure to be more closely monitored and studied using previous data.
Figure 3-- Thermal imaging providing critical insights into a structural condition of the building [6]

Conclusions
The UAV can be used to perform observation or detection missions using an automatic or remote control. They
provide new civil engineers and aerial visibility opportunities, which are otherwise difficult and expensive to obtain.
Thanks to this newly acquired overview, we can better identify discrepancies between the current state and the
project and solve problems in real-time, thus avoiding, for example, delaying the construction plan with additional
changes and the associated additional costs.
By using drones, we can increase safety, save time and reduce costs compared to traditional techniques. UAVs
can provide accurate surveys in hard-to-reach places and in a fraction of the time. We can capture, compare and
analyze helpful information by capturing, photographing, and creating videos and 3D models. Compared to other
methods, drones have two main advantages: low cost and high mobility and many limitations. When using UAVs in
construction, it is essential to keep in mind that there are certain restrictions in the airspace and safe distances for
the movement of machines from people, buildings, or populated areas. Disadvantages of using drones may
therefore include the need for a license and permit to fly.
There may be dangers associated with the operation of the drone by unqualified persons, as the drone may fall
in areas where people work, and the operator's injury may result in personal injury or property damage. UAVs are
mainly used for monitoring the construction workflow and inspecting the construction site. As in other cases of
emerging technologies, the UAV's safety assessment lags behind technological progress. UAVs can create new
workplace hazards that need to be evaluated and managed to ensure their safe operation around human workers.
However, on the other hand, UAVs can perform dangerous tasks, thereby increasing safety in the workplace.
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Abstract
The operational stage is the longest one in a building life cycle, and it has a substantial impact on the overall building
sustainability. Many sustainability factors are already determined in the design and construction stage of the
building. However, the management of the building can still influence the building performance and contribute to
its sustainable operations. This article reviews current scientific research relevant to the property and facility
management of a building during its operations. It assesses the influence of the building management on the
building sustainability in all three pillars: environmental, economic, and social.
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Introduction
Sustainability of a building includes many factors from all three pillars of sustainability: environmental, economic,
and social. [1] All the factors should be considered during the whole lifecycle of the building. The building life cycle
consists of different stages, sometimes also referred to as phases. The stages are product stage or pre-use stage
(which includes manufacturing and design stage), construction stage, operational stage (might be referred to as use
stage), and end of life stage. [2] [2]

Figure 1: Life cycle of a building (source: author)

The operational stage is the longest one in a building life cycle, and it has a substantial impact on the overall
building sustainability. Many sustainability factors are already determined in the design and construction stage of
the building. However, the management of the building can still influence the building performance and contribute
to its sustainable operations.
The aim of this article is to assess the influence of building management on the sustainability of a building. This
article reviews current scientific research relevant to the property and facility management of a building during its
operations. It assesses the influence of the building management on the building sustainability in all three pillars:
environmental, economic, and social.
The article also lists barriers and motivations of building management to increase sustainability of the building in
the operational stage. The management of the buildings, which includes both the property and facility management,
is responsible for the decisions that determine the sustainability achieved in different factors. The article also
suggests solutions to increase the motivation and to remove the barriers of the management so that they can
influence the sustainability positively.

Methodology
A literature review was conducted to find the research related to operational stage of a building in relation to the
other life cycle stages. The literature review was done in Scopus database by using keywords “operational stage”,
“building life cycle” and “sustainability”.
Then the literature review continued with to find scientific articles that investigated the relation of facility and
property managers to sustainability in their work. The literature review was done in Scopus database by using
keywords “facility management”, “property management”, “building”, and “sustainability”. The database was
accessed last time on 24th October 2021.
Green Building Rating Systems were used as other sources of information for the motivation of the building
management:





LEED – Green Building Rating System of building sustainability [4]
BREEAM – Green Building Rating System of building sustainability [5]
DGNB – Green Building Rating System of building sustainability [6]
SBToolCZ – Green Building Rating System of building sustainability [7]
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 WELL – Green Building Rating System of health and well-being [7]
The main barriers and motivations of facility and property management from the scientific research were
selected. For each of the barriers the solutions found in the articles and in the Green Building Rating Systems are
included. For the motivations the tools to deepen the motivation of the management staff are included.

Results
Operational stage
The operational stage of a building is the longest one in the building life cycle and its sustainability impact is
substantial. The sustainability can be assessed based on criteria from the three pillars of sustainability.

Environmental sustainability in the operational stage
According to an extensive literature review by Abd Rashid et al. most researchers found the operational stage had
the biggest environmental impact in a life cycle analysis (LCA). [3] Mostly, the emissions are related to the energy
consumption from fossil fuels for heating and energy generation. [3] However, the percentage of the energy
consumed in operational stage in comparison to other stages differed substantially, depending on the geographical
conditions and need for heating, and on the technical standard on the building. [3] The total energy use in the
operational phase ranges from 50% to 94% of the total energy necessary during the building life cycle. [3] The second
most energy intensive stage is the manufacturing stage, which is a part of the product (pre-use) stage. [3] Another
review study states that the embodied energy from the manufacturing stage can vary from 5.1% to 42.4% of a
building life cycle. [9]

Figure 2: Energy emissions during a building life cycle (source: author)

The emissions from the design stage, construction stage (which includes the transportation and the assembly at
the construction site), and end of life stage (which includes the demolition and the transportation) are minimal in
comparison to the manufacturing stage and the operational stage.
The end-of-life stage emissions are so low because the embodied energy was already included in the
manufacturing stage, and in the operational stage in the form of repairs and refurbishments. However, if the
materials were re-used at the end of the building life cycle, the value of the energy emissions could be negative,
compensating the embodied energy used at the manufacturing stage of the building life cycle.
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It is evident from the reviews that the operational stage has the highest environmental footprint, therefore the
influence of the property and facility management can be very high. The main factor influencing the operational
emissions is the energy used for heating and for the building operations, such as lighting, ventilation and cooling,
and other equipment. [3]

Economic sustainability in the operational stage
According to Life cycle costing (LCC), the costs in the operational stage include the rental cost/income, the
operating cost, and the maintenance and renewal cost. [10] The operational costs account for more than 80% of life
cycle costs. [11] However, the decisions which influence the operational costs the most are taken already at the
design stage. [11] The chosen materials and design decisions determine the maintenance and renewal costs. The
location and the building disposition influence the rental cost/income. Therefore, the building management only
has a limited possibility to influence the operational costs per year. [11]

Figure 2: Life cycle costs during a building life cycle (source: author)

On the other hand, the proper maintenance and renewal can prolong the building’s operational stage and its
functionality, which is definitely the motivation of the facility management. [12] Prolonging the life-cycle of the
building is positive in terms of the building sustainability. It is paradoxical that prolonging the building life-cycle will
increase its total operational costs in comparison to the manufacturing and construction costs. Therefore, the
percentual proportion of manufacturing and construction costs to the operational costs does not show if the building
is economically or environmentally sustainable or not. It is important to assess the return on investment of the
building during the whole life cycle. It is also necessary that the cashflow of the building operations is positive each
year, and that the maintenance and renewal costs are balanced with the rental income.

Social sustainability in the operational stage
The social sustainability of a building is determined by many criteria. [13] Some of the criteria are established in
the design and construction stages, such as the integrated design process, public participation, design of function
and usability, functional mix, flexibility, aesthetics, using exterior space, and affordability. Good building
management can support these factors. On the other hand, an improper management can ignore the social features
and it can worsen the social sustainability considerably.
Many criteria are influenced predominantly by the property and facility management of the building: comfort and
well-being, education of the building users, using exterior space, safety, inclusivity, and accessibility.
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It is safe to say that social sustainability of a building is determined mostly by the property and facility
management. That is why it is crucial that the building management is educated and motivated to support the social
sustainability of the building.

Responsibilities of building management in sustainability
In the second part of the review, the main responsibilities of the facility managers were collected from the
literature. The top responsibilities in the research by Elmualim et al. were building energy audit, waste management,
and health & safety. [14]

Energy audit
As mentioned in the first part of the article, the energy consumption has the biggest influence on the LCA of the
building and on the overall environmental sustainability. It is positive that it is in the responsibility of most of the
facility managers to manage the energy consumption, to monitor it, and to choose the energy source from the
provider. There is a big potential in the authority of the facility manager to contribute to the environmental
sustainability of the building. In addition, the energy consumption accounts for most of the operational costs,
therefore the proper energy management influences the economic sustainability positively.

Waste management
The waste itself does not have such a big environmental footprint compared to the footprint of energy
consumption. However, it is still a very important environmental factor, and in addition it is very visible to the users
and the building management thanks to the physical form of the waste (in contrast to energy consumption which is
invisible). Also, all the users of the building are directly involved in the waste management in their daily life, when
they choose where to dispose of their waste: if they have an option to avoid the waste completely, to sort it, or if
they must throw it to the communal waste. On top of it, the waste disposal also incurs costs, meaning that waste
reduction reduces the operational costs. That is why waste management plays an important role in all the three
pillars of sustainability.

Health & Safety
This is one of the few social sustainability factors that was mentioned in the literature. Most of the social
sustainability criteria are not included in the research, therefore it is not possible to deduce, whether the building
management does not manage the social sustainability, or if they were simply not asked about it in the scientific
studies.

Barriers of building management in sustainability
Then, the barriers for the sustainability efforts of the property and facility management were collected from the
literature. The top barriers in the research by Elmualim et al. were time constraint, lack of knowledge, lack of seniormanagement commitment, and financial constraints. [14] The top barriers in the research by Wright et al. were
financial, and “attitudes/hard to understand the issue”. [15]





Time constraint
Lack of knowledge
Lack of senior management commitment
Financial constraints

The research suggests that information and skills acquisition should be directed towards senior property
management, who will then transfer the knowledge to their subordinate facility managers. [14] By educating the
senior property management in sustainability, all the barriers can be solved simultaneously.
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The time constraint is determined by the priorities set by the senior property management. Hence, if sustainability
is their priority, they let their subordinates invest more time on sustainable solutions. The lack of knowledge and
the lack of senior management commitment can be solved by effective and motivational educational programs.
The financial constraints are partially influenced by the management priorities again: if sustainability becomes a
priority, more funds can be invested in sustainable solutions which can bring return on investment later. Secondly,
the financial constraints of sustainable solutions are often only perceived due to the lack of knowledge. With more
knowledge, the management can evaluate the sustainable solutions and choose those, that are economically
suitable for their specific building.

Education of property and facility management
It is evident from the research that there is a pressing need of education of building management in sustainability.
Many of the existing Green Building Rating Systems provide the framework for the education of the facility and
property management.
 LEED v 4.1 Operations and Maintenance – a special certification for existing building provides a comprehensive
framework how to manage sustainability in an existing building. [4]
 BREEAM International New Construction 2016 – the certification includes a set of criteria which motivate the
investor to calculate the life cycle costs and prepare the guide for the facility and property manager to ensure
quality care. The building management also must complete aftercare evaluation. [5]
 DGNB includes the requirements to prepare a guide for facility managers in the design phase. It also takes into
account life cycle costing. [6]
 SBToolCZ includes the requirement to involve the facility manager to the design process. It also requires that an
operational guide for the building management is prepared. [7]
 WELL certification specializes mainly on the well-being of the users of the building and their health, so it
emphasizes the social sustainability. It requires that the building management performs occupant surveys
among the building users. There is also a requirement, that the management educates the users, which demands
that the management is educated in the first place. [8]
It is also possible to implement any other education scheme for the building management, other than these
included in the Green Building Rating Systems.

Conclusion
The research suggests that the operational stage has the biggest influence in all the three pillars of sustainability.
Some of the factors are already determined in the design phase, and they cannot be significantly improved by the
building management. However, they can always be worsened if the building is managed improperly. Many of the
factors such as energy management, waste management, operational costs, and social sustainability can be
influenced significantly by the facility and property management.
The main barriers of facility and property managers in sustainability are time constraint, financial constraint, lack
of senior management commitment, and above all lack of knowledge. All these barriers can be solved by effective
education of the management. All the well-known Green Building Rating Systems offer frameworks which supports
the education of the building management. It is possible to develop and implement education schemes for property
and facility managers which involves the criteria of all the three pillars of sustainability.
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Abstract
The EU Winter Package from 2016, together with the amendments to the European Directives on energy efficiency,
energy performance of buildings and the promotion of renewables from 2018, set and confirmed new energy saving
and greenhouse gas reduction targets for 2030 and 2050. The goals were further increased through the European
Green Deal. The crucial question is how and whether these goals can be met.
The aim of this article is to present a quantitative model for the energy and economic evaluation of energy efficiency
increasing, which is to answer what must change from macroeconomic categories to meet the targets for 2030 in
the case of the Czech Republic.
The model is built upon the top-down energy-economic principle. The model is based on statistical data and
assessments of subsidy programmes from the period up to 2020. Through user-set parameters, the fulfilment of the
above-mentioned goals for 2030 under various defined conditions is quantified in a predictive manner.
The modelling results present a number of scenarios describing the goals achievement. It will be necessary to
increase the intensity of energy savings for the period up to 2030. Energy savings in existing buildings are crucial. In
this respect, the model confirmed the requirements of the Renovation Wave strategy to increase the intensity of
building renovations. However, energy savings must also be achieved in other sectors, such as the transport sector,
which also offers significant potential for the emission reduction.

Keywords
computational model; energy efficiency; energy performance; projection model
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Introduction
The European Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources (RED I), the
Directive 2010/31/EU on the energy performance of buildings (EPBD II) and the Directive 2012/27/EU on energy
efficiency (EED I) set objectives for the European Union and its members in the field of energy efficiency for year
2020. So called strategy “20-20-20” consisted in objectives of increasing the Union’s energy efficiency by 20 %,
reducing greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) by at least 20 % below 1990 levels and reaching 20 % share of final energy
from renewable sources by 2020.
The EU Winter Package from 2016, together with the amendments to the European Directives on energy
efficiency, energy performance of buildings and the promotion of renewables from 2018, set and confirmed new
energy saving and greenhouse gas reduction targets for 2030 and 2050.
Following further negotiations and based on the strategy “European Green Deal” from 2019, respectively one of
its packages “Fit for 55” [1] from 2021, the targets has been further adjusted.
Table 1: Overview of EU energy efficiency and climate protection objectives (source: author)

Objectives / year
Greenhouse gas reduction
Energy efficiency improvement
Share of renewable energy sources in gross
final energy consumption
Share of renewable energy sources in transport

2020
20,0%
20,0%
20,0%

2030
55,0%
32,5%
32,0%

10,0%

14,0%

2050
80-95%
75%

Specific goals of the Czech Republic
Within the overall objectives of the EU, each Member State has its own specific sub-objectives (e.g., the target of
the Czech Republic in the share of RES in gross final energy consumption is 22%). The sum of these sub-objectives
together represents the EU overall objective. Therefore, failure in meeting these national sub-objectives may
jeopardize the achievement of the European target as a whole (e.g., Czech Republic did not meet cumulated savings
target for 2020).
In the case of the Czech Republic, these targets are specified in national strategy documents – in Climate
Protection Policy of the Czech Republic from 2017 [2] and in National energy and climate plan from 2019 [3]. An
overview is shown in the following table:
Table 2: Overview of Czech energy efficiency and climate protection objectives (source: [3], author)

Objectives / year
Article 3 of the EED – Final energy consumption level
Article 5 – Energy consumption reduction in public
bodies’ buildings
Article 7 – Annual energy savings

2020
1060 PJ
148.6 TJ

2030
990
124.0 TJ

51.1 PJ

84.0 PJ

Article 7 – Cumulated savings
Greenhouse gas reduction (compared to 2005)

204.39 PJ
32 Mt CO2eq.

462.00 PJ
61.6 Mt CO2eq.

The greenhouse gas emission target for 2030 presented in table is the new value recalculated to the 55%
reduction target. The original value presented in both strategy documents is 44 Mt CO2eq. and is related to older
target of 40% GHG reduction presented originally in 2018. The above-mentioned strategic documents have not yet
been updated to new goals and facts.
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The importance of energy-economic models
With the increasing emphasis on the energy efficiency and improving the energy performance of buildings, based
on the European Union's objectives, there is a need for a proper impact assessment of the energy savings strategies
and energy management strategies. It can be done using various models and simulation calculations.
Model can be defined as “a purposeful simplification of the reality where the less important details are omitted to
make the model manageable. “ Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů. The model is defined by its goal (i.e., it is
constructed in order to answer a specific question) and by the elements of the model  by values, bonds and their
properties [5]. By values it is referred to variables (inputs, outputs, states), constants (they do not change their value)
and parameters (value or series of values determined for each specific simulation of the model). Using of energyeconomic models is an appropriate choice for the assessment of trends, future developments and possible scenarios
related to energy performance.
This paper aims to present a quantitative model for the energy and economic evaluation of energy efficiency
increasing, which is to answer what must change from macroeconomic categories to meet the targets for 2030 in
the case of the Czech Republic.
The model creation is a continuation of the author´s previous work Research on the energy-economic models [6]
and further research on the topic.

Methodology
The presented model is based on a top-down approach. The top-down approach examines the economic system
in a broader perspective, from which it proceeds to the individual subsystems, but usually does not go into the
technological details of energy production or conversion Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.. The model therefore
approaches the calculations on a macroeconomic basis.
Model´s approach to the energy consumption is econometric. The econometric approach relies on detailed
statistical data and economic theory, requiring less detail on actual consumption processes Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj
odkazů.. The model uses statistical data issued by the Ministry of Industry and Development as a basis, the so-called
"Energy balance of the Czech Republic" [9], data from the Czech Statistical Office and Eurostat and assessments of
selected subsidy programmes from the period up to 2020, e.g. [10].
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Figure 1: Sheet structure diagram (source: author)

The model uses a prediction, deterministic and quantification type of calculation. The structure is based on an
excel version of MacKay Carbon Calculator, which addresses UK energy system [11].
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Through user-set parameters and pre-defined characteristics, the model calculates the achieved energy savings
and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in a solved period of 2021–2030.
The model also includes the basic estimation of total costs, subsidy costs for energy savings and energy operating
cost savings based on the data from Czech subsidy programmes.
The secondary product of the model is prediction of the development of total energy consumption and the
development of total energy savings in the solved period. This creates total energy balances per economy sectors.
However, current version does not include calculation on a level of individual energy sources or fuels.
For initial verification of model functionality, 10 user scenarios were created, of which 5 were with development
of energy consumption and 5 without development with stagnant energy consumption corresponding to the
reference year (further discussed below).

Model description
The model consists of two basic parts - module 1 for the calculation of the reference/default scenario and module
2 for the calculation of the energy balance, energy savings and costs.

Reference/default scenario
The first module is used to set up the reference scenario for the development of energy consumption in the Czech
Republic.
The base year is 2019 (Eini,ref), which is based on statistical data [9]. The reference development of energy
consumption in the business as usual (BAU) mode (Eevo,ref), determined by expert estimate, is added to this initial
year. This is a likely the nature development in consumption if there are no new energy savings related to
externalities. The result (Efin,ref) is then the theoretical value of energy consumption in 2030. The difference between
the result value (Efin,ref) and the target value (Etarget) represents the amount of savings (Eref) that must be achieved to
reach set objectives, see figure 3.

Final energy consumption [PJ]

The use of a reference development in energy consumption is optional and can be switched off.

Calculation of Eref in a BAU scenario
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Figure 2: Sheet structure diagram (source: author)

Calculation principle
Module 2 represents the main computational core of the model. It includes calculation of final energy balances,
energy savings, operational cost savings, energy saving measure costs and expected subsidies costs.
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Calculation for sectors of Industry, Services and Transport is simplified due to the lack of more detailed
background data. It is based on the annual percentage in reducing of energy intensity (total final energy
consumption) of sectors. Calculation for households is more detailed and considers the energy classes of new
construction and the rate and quality of renovations of current building stock. The data for current non-renovated
building stock are based on the Long-term renovation strategy of the Czech Republic [12].

User-set parameters
Calculation is based on the inner-set values (states and constants) of the model and on the user-set parameters,
which affect the resulting scenario. Inner-set values are based as much as possible on specific data from strategies,
evaluation reports, etc., or determined by an expert estimate. User-set parameters are variable (indicative values
are provided if necessary) and includes:
 general parameters – the discount rate, inflation rate, annual energy price development and annual
development of costs for construction works, materials and technologies (e.g., the values of 6%, 2%, 5%, 5%, 6%
and 3% were used for all user scenarios);
 specific parameters – construction rate in passive standard, quality of renovations (determined by two
parameters) and the annual percentage in reducing of energy intensity in individual sectors of economy.

Figure 3: Example of user settings (source: author)

Results
Based on the user-set parameters, the model calculates the resulting energy balance for the period 20212030
along with other issues addressed. Results are presented both in table in form of final values for 2030 (see figure 4,
conversion rate used 1 EUR = 26 CZK, results correspond with user settings in figure 3) and graphically in form of
progress in each year of the solved period. The progress presented for each year allows to better understand the
overall evolution in a scenario.
Presented example scenario shows, that renovation rates according to Renovation wave lead to the achievement
of energy savings targets, especially in accordance with Article 7 of EED. Nevertheless, energy savings must also be
achieved in other sectors to reach the targets, e.g., in transport sector.
However, the GHG reduction targets were not achieved, which was the case in most of the modelled scenarios.
Not even with target reduction to 70%, which assumes that rest is covered by renewable energy sources
(simplification due to the fact the calculation for RES in not yet implemented in model).
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Evaluation of the achievement of energy efficiency and climate protection objectives
Energy performance
Article 3 (non-binding target)

Final energy consumption level
in 2030
Článek 7 (binding target)
Annual energy savings
Cumulated savings
Climate protection
Reduction of CO2eq emissions
between 2020 and 2030 (assuming
the value for 2020 is met)
Reduction of CO2eq emissions
between 2020 and 2030 according
to "Fit for 55"

Target values

Achieved values according to the
user scenario

990 000 TJ

988 031 TJ

Objective achieved

84 000 TJ
462 000 TJ

98 610 TJ
495 488 TJ

Objective achieved
Objective achieved

14,9 mil. t. CO2ekv

7,5 mil. t. CO2ekv

Objective not achieved

31,3 mil. t. CO2ekv

7,5 mil. t. CO2ekv

Objective not achieved

New savings achieved
Sector
Industry
Transport
Commercial and public services
Households
Agriculture, fishing and others
TOTAL

Total estimated costs
Energy
38 196 TJ
27 398 TJ
18 818 TJ
14 199 TJ
TJ
98 610 TJ

Operating energy costs
813 EUR mil.
807 EUR mil.
517 EUR mil.
274 EUR mil.
EUR mil.
2 412 EUR mil.

Emissions CO2ekv
2 999 768 t
1 916 707 t
1 606 566 t
963 623 t
t
7 486 664 t

New savings achieved – cumulated
Sector
Industry
Transport
Commercial and public services
Households
Agriculture, fishing and others
TOTAL

Objective fulfilment evaluation

Total cost
3 999
16 391
3 697
24 086

EUR mil.
EUR mil.
EUR mil.
EUR mil.
EUR mil.
EUR mil.

Estimated subsidy costs
Energy
185 521 TJ
152 959 TJ
91 398 TJ
65 611 TJ
TJ
495 488 TJ

Operating energy costs
4 010 EUR mil.
4 570 EUR mil.
2 551 EUR mil.
1 299 EUR mil.
EUR mil.
12 430 EUR mil.

Emissions CO2ekv
15 168 677 t
10 731 818 t
8 204 955 t
4 622 867 t
t
38 728 316 t

Subsidy costs
1 599
8 851
1 848
12 299

EUR mil.
EUR mil.
EUR mil.
EUR mil.
EUR mil.
EUR mil.

Figure 4: Example of outputs (source: author)

Conclusion and discussion
Based on the performed user scenarios and the analysis of their results, the following main conclusions can be
presented:
 The emphasis on the construction of new residential buildings in the higher energy class does not have a
significant impact on the resulting energy savings, as it forms only a small part of the entire building stock. In
addition, new buildings already have significantly lower energy consumption.
 Building renovations are of great importance. The non-renovated part of the housing stock represents about
70% of the total final energy consumption in the household sector.
 According to the EU, only 1% of buildings undergo energy-efficient renovation every year, while it would be
needed to double this rate. The model confirms the requirements of the Renovation Wave strategy to increase
the intensity of building renovations as well as the need for higher quality of renovations, which saves more
energy and is more advantageous in the long run.
 It is essential that savings are achieved in all sectors, with an average of at least 1% savings per year in the
transport and industry sectors. Or properly balanced by other sectors.
 Great potential for saving emissions can be found in the Transport sector, where in 2019 more than 90% of final
energy consumption originated in oil and petroleum products.
The creation of the model showed a barrier in the unavailability of current data (primary outside household
sector) as the data are published with an interval of up to several years or they are unavailable at all. Supplementing
them with an expert estimate then takes a lot of time and effort.
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In addition, the work on a model has shown a large number of interconnections between the energy system and
sectors of economy which causes barriers in calculation. Therefore, the current model contains just necessary basic
boundary conditions. These barriers will need to be removed in next model version. Next model version should also
focus on an assessment of individual energy sources and implementation of renewable energy sources for better
assessment of GHG emission reduction.
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Abstract
This paper is focused on problems of transferring graphical data between BIM authoring tools using IFC, mainly
geometry representation of 3D elements. An example is shown of load-bearing structure transfer from Structural
analysis software to a general BIM authoring tool. In addition, the example is also tested in two IFC viewers for
reference. Then it is analyzed what may have caused the issues in the example IFC transfer. Different options on
how to prevent it in the future, detect issues in a number of different software based on available tools, and how to
deal with the issues if some are found. Finally, possible future implications are discussed, including the usage of IFC
as the format for BIM model submission for building permit approval.
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IFC; BIM; Graphical data; Interoperability
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Introduction
When using Building Information Modelling/Management (BIM) method, one of the crucial tasks is to be able to
transfer and share model data between two different BIM authoring tools. Reasons to do so are many, for example:
two teams working on two parts of the same project and using different tools or transfer of data to and from a
specialized tool for quantity takeoff tool, environmental impact, structural analysis, sunshine analysis, lighting
analysis, budgeting, etc., see Figure 1. In a perfect world there would not be a need for such transfer but in the real
one exists more than one vendor, and for each task exist specialized software or tool. It all means that transfer of
data is a regular process that BIM managers have to do during a project.

Figure 4. Example of simple IFC project workflow

To transfer the data several methods can be used, accessed from within the BIM authoring tools:
 Direct data transfer tool which comes with the BIM authoring tool. Usually allows transfer only between
BIM authoring tools from the same vendor to enable one specific complete BIM model workflow. It
usually has great quality, performance, and capabilities with few technical problems. The major downside
is that it exists for only a very small number of workflows [1]. The transfer tool benefits from direct access
to data in both BIM authoring tools and dramatically lowers the number of scenarios that have to be
enabled, thus is much easier to program and maintain.
 Direct data transfer tool from 3rd party, which can be installed to BIM authoring tool to enhance its data
transfer possibilities. Apply for the same benefits as for the first one. A little bit more common than the
first one, it enables cross-vendor data transfer [1]. It also benefits from direct access to data in at least
one software.
 Transfer using general file format, which can all BIM authoring tools used on a project
open/import/export. The majority of the industry uses for this purpose Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)
(ISO 16739-1:2018) - open, standardized, digital description (semantic) of the built environment,
implemented into several file formats with the most popular being STEP (ISO 10303-21) [2].
This paper is focused on the last method - the IFC because the first two were already researched by the author in
his Bachelor thesis [1], are available for only a small part of use cases, function as a black box (user does not know
how and which form are data transferred), thus impossible to diagnose and mitigate possible problems, and in
general work reliably.
Many of the issues of the IFC are in large connected to its goal to enable data transfer for many use cases in one
semantic, to be general and specific at once [3]. This for IFC resulted in ambiguity and a fairly complicated semantic
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structure, which is not easy to implement correctly and most importantly the same way by different vendors. The
goal of this paper is to show some of these issues, elaborate on possible causes, solutions, or at least areas were to
be especially cautious and check the imported data more closely.

Methodology
To showcase the issues one source of data was chosen and the most typical workflow was replicated – structural
model transfer from Structural analysis tool to general BIM authoring tool. Tekla Structures was chosen as Structural
analysis BIM authoring tool, Autodesk Revit was chosen as the general BIM authoring tool, both because they are
one of the most used BIM authoring tools in The Czech Republic. Finally, as for the viewers, three well-known tools
were chosen: Solibri Model Checker, BIMvision, Autodesk Navisworks, and for direct access to data in text form
Notepad++ was used. For tools requiring licenses student licenses were used.
Analysis of specific parts of the IFC file was done by comparing them to schema definition, nonproblematic
structures of the same type in the same file. Imports were tested in multiple BIM authoring tools to determine the
source of the problem.
First IFC has been exported from Tekla Structures. The data displayed below are only a small portion of that
exported file, specifically one problematic column. The column is one of many created in Tekla, all in the same way,
but only this specific one was proven to be problematic.
#961= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((12700.,12580.,-875.));
#962= IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#961,#7,#9);
#963= IFCLOCALPLACEMENT(#949,#962);
#964= IFCCOLOURRGB('Light Yellow',1.,0.898039215686275,0.);
#965=IFCSURFACESTYLERENDERING(#964,0.,$,$,$,$,IFCNORMALISEDRATIOMEASURE
(0.00390625),IFCSPECULAREXPONENT(10.),.NOTDEFINED.);
#966= IFCSURFACESTYLE('CONCRETE/C35/45',.POSITIVE.,(#965));
#967= IFCPRESENTATIONSTYLEASSIGNMENT((#966));
#968= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((2675.31013166365,-124.999999961714,-214.997301878926));
#969= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((2675.26640282357,-124.999999960935,-214.997304595601));
#970= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((2670.26930872794,125.,35.0026620921835));
#971= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((2670.31013198059,125.,35.0026646290753));
#972= IFCPOLYLOOP((#968,#969,#970,#971));
#973= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#972,.T.);
#974= IFCFACE((#973));
#975= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((2681.46427344249,125.,-525.));
#976= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((2681.46363985724,-125.,-525.));
#977= IFCPOLYLOOP((#975,#970,#969,#976));
#978= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#977,.T.);
#979= IFCFACE((#978));
#980= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((24.4838359321152,-125.,525.));
#981= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((24.4838381540521,64.4696140591568,525.));
#982= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((26.3211219735526,-125.000000401575,333.692571105958));
#983= IFCPOLYLOOP((#980,#981,#982));
#984= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#983,.T.);
#985= IFCFACE((#984));
#986= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((23.8968753201775,125.,525.));
#987= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((2675.30996198628,-125.,525.));
#988= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((2670.30996195519,125.,525.));
#989= IFCPOLYLOOP((#986,#981,#980,#987,#988));
#990= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#989,.T.);
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#991= IFCFACE((#990));
#992= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((23.8968748412112,125.,-525.));
#993= IFCCARTESIANPOINT((26.3211209399528,-125.,-525.));
#994= IFCPOLYLOOP((#982,#981,#986,#992,#993));
#995= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#994,.T.);
#996= IFCFACE((#995));
#997= IFCPOLYLOOP((#993,#992,#975,#976));
#998= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#997,.T.);
#999= IFCFACE((#998));
#1000= IFCPOLYLOOP((#968,#987,#980,#982,#993,#976,#969));
#1001= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#1000,.T.);
#1002= IFCFACE((#1001));
#1003= IFCPOLYLOOP((#988,#987,#968,#971));
#1004= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#1003,.T.);
#1005= IFCFACE((#1004));
#1006= IFCPOLYLOOP((#992,#986,#988,#971,#970,#975));
#1007= IFCFACEOUTERBOUND(#1006,.T.);
#1008= IFCFACE((#1007));
#1009= IFCCLOSEDSHELL((#974,#979,#985,#991,#996,#999,#1002,#1005,#1008));
#1010= IFCFACETEDBREP(#1009);
#1011= IFCSTYLEDITEM(#1010,(#967),$);
#1012= IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION(#12,'Body','Brep',(#1010));
#1013= IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE($,$,(#1012));
#1014=IFCCOLUMN('2MvQlH9q5FS8$vOCfL4$sd',#948,'SLOUP','250*1050','250*1050', #963,#1013,'C0(?)');
#1015= IFCCOLUMNTYPE('0RVGIMo9H4cAfZ5B4qpsLn',#5,'250*1050',$,$,$,$,$,$,.NOTDEFINED.);
#1039= IFCLOCALPLACEMENT(#44,#10);

Results

Figure 5: Sample IFC column opened in Solibri
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Figure 6: Sample IFC column imported to Autodesk Revit

Figure 7: Sample IFC column opened in Autodesk Navisworks

By even testing this very simple column from the above-shown sample from IFC file in different tools, it can be
seen that each of them works differently. Some show the column as it was in the initial BIM authoring tool (Figure
2. and 4.) but in Figure 3. the geometry has been changed, from solid cuboid Autodesk Revit has made four sides
joined into a rectangle. Furthermore, figure 4. is extra interesting because it shows polygons from which the object
is created. Polygon edge differences help when searching for answers about mentioned problems with displaying
data in Revit.
In Figure 3. on the top part of the object it can be seen that there is a different pattern of polygons than in Figure
4. Change in the pattern meant that Revit (Figure 3.) has not recognized all boundaries correctly, thus was not able
to render the whole column properly.
In the export from Tekla Structures to IFC were more problematic structures than just one column. For example,
some instances of slabs, that had a top surface in multiple differently oriented grades (like areas around a drain)
and/or some circular cutouts in the perimeter, were found problematic as well. In general, the more a shape of a
structure is irregular the more it is likely to be problematic.

Conclusion and discussion
IFC Sample transfer
The displayed column is interesting mainly because it seems clean, regular, simple object, thus it is expected to
not cause any problems, but it did. One of the problems when searching for the answers is that all the abovementioned tools are commercial software, because of that the source code is not publicly available and the root
cause for this problem is, for the author of this text, much harder to find. If the author of the text would have access
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to source code, tools like debugging and step-by-step progress could be utilized to exactly determine the cause of
the issues.
Because the IFC file was opened perfectly in Solibri and Navisworks (see Figure 2. and 4.) issue is probably not in
the Solibri exporter but most likely by Revit importer where is a long history of issues when importing/exporting IFC
files from BIM authoring tool of different vendor [4]. On the other hand, Revit had a problem only with this specific
column, the rest of the testing columns were fine, without any problems. Problems with geometry can be in general
caused by many things: wrong 3D object representation method or different polygons orientation (polygons surface
normal) [4]. Different polygon orientations can cause a BIM authoring tool to think that an object is inside out, which
is likely cause in this case, based on the shape of the deformer column in Figure 3.
A wrongly displayed object is not a such bad thing to happen, much more problematic is when a 3D object
disappears totally. It is much harder to find out if and what is missing and then to correct it. Usually, it is enough to
create an object again (that worked in this case), separate the object into smaller parts, simplify the geometry if
possible (use square holes instead of circular) or use different/more generic types of functions to create the object;
the best way to correct the geometry transferred always depends on BIM authoring tool is self and its capabilities.
Also, different BIM authoring tools have different capabilities to tolerate errors in an IFC file, because they are
programmed differently and have different inner geometry schemas, thus an error can be seen in one tool but not
in a different one.
IFC supports three main principles of how to define 3D objects: Boundary representation (BREP), SurfaceModel
Representation, and Swept Solid Representation [1, 4]. The most used one is the BREP because it can be used to
represent any 3D object – using only vertexes and drawing lines between them creating polygons. The other two
methods are usually more space-efficient but more complicated to implement due to different inner 3D geometry
representations of BIM authoring tools.

How to make IFC transfer more reliable
The best place to check for error are logs – text documents where is written what went right and what went
wrong. Problem is that not every BIM authoring tool, after import, export, or opening a file, is creating one. Usually,
logs are created after the export of IFC and can be found in the same folder as the exported IFC file. From those logs
can be seen if some elements were not exported or if there were any other problems with export. When doing
imports it depends on BIM authoring tool, usually, the tool at least gives warnings if there were any problems. The
worst, from point of giving information, is simply opening an IFC file where it most often does not give any
information at all, except if the file could not be loaded at all.
The other options are to do manual checks if there are the same number of instances, in the source model and
imported one, or to sum all of the volumes of entities.

Impacts of workflow
The impact, of issues of geometry transfer using IFC, on projects can be separated into two main categories based
on the phase of the project:
 IFC transfer is used during the projecting/designing phase to send data between otherwise noncompatible BIM authoring tools.
 IFC export for final submission of the whole project.
The first case is more forgiving because the projecting team should have authority over choosing what software
will be used and have more time to figure out any missing elements or other problems. IFC files are also seen by
many people, thus it is more likely that a missing or morphed object would be spotted.
The second case is usually done in time press when the whole work must be submitted. Also, it is the final step
and not many people are going to look into the models before the projects’ final submission, thus it is less likely that
error will be spotted and is mode prone to contain issues.
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In the future, the second case will be much more used because IFC has been chosen as a format for sending
models to authorities’, for example for building permits [5, 6]. In such process a model checkers can be utilized to
minimize the possibility of missing data due to software used by the state is interpreting the IFC file differently than
the BIM authoring tools that IFC has been exported from. By model checkers is, in this case, meant software that
can load an IFC file and display its content to enable control oper submitted data, to be able to see it as the receiver
will.
The subject of IFC as transfer and archive format will be in the future only more important because of more use
cases of BIM that are emerging every year. New use cases attract more people to use BIM which creates even more
new use cases and is growing BIM momentum.
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Abstract
As part of the digitalization of the construction industry, construction companies are trying to obtain a suitable
software solution for working with data that could be used across the control systems of the entire company. Based
on online research of available commercial solutions of CDE and DMS software in the Czech Republic, a
questionnaire survey was conducted with selected providers focused on the usability of software in a specific
environment of construction companies.
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Introduction
With the advancing digitization of the entire industry and, more recently, the construction industry, construction
companies must begin to address both the issue of document digitization and the digitization of the processes
associated with data management. For the actual digitization of construction companies, it seems to be the best
option to choose the most suitable solution from the available commercial software, which can often be linked to
already established software, e.g. for accounting.
For construction companies, the introduction of a suitable software solution can facilitate work, especially in the
implementation of construction projects, where digitalization of processes can achieve higher productivity. The issue
in selecting a suitable software solution is the method of software licensing associated with the total cost of
implementation.

Methodology
The work is divided into a search of professional literature and the compilation of a theoretical basis for qualitative
research based on a search of existing DMS and CDE software solutions for management, display, circulation, and
data extraction in a construction company. Based on the online research, ten commercially available SWs were
identified in the market environment of the Czech Republic and their representatives were contacted within the
research of the DMS and CDE software solutions.
To ensure the comparison of identical parameters, a questionnaire consisting of nine predefined questions was
sent to the representatives of selected SW, which were identified as essential when choosing a software solution
for working with data in a construction company.

Common Data Environment (CDE)
CDE (Common Data Environment) is a common data environment that serves primarily to communicate all
stakeholders for a construction project. It is mainly a process tool for BIM methodology and, unlike DMS, CDE mainly
uses the display of 3D models without the use of another environment. Within the CDE, all communication within
the project between all its participants should be recorded for easy retrieval of all current information. The
advantage of CDE is the easy ability to share data with all participants in the construction and the so-called versioning
of individual files, which eliminates the complexity of finding the correct version of a document which can also often
be lost or confused [1]. When sharing data, it is necessary to set communication rules and assign rights to individual
participants, what they can edit, and to which documents they will have access. The aim is to use CDE throughout
the building's life cycle, from the initial stages, studies, through implementation to building management. At each
stage, CDE systems can be supplemented by other follow-up systems that process data, such as property
management software. An important feature is the ability to link documents with, for example, budget, invoicing,
schedule, etc. [2] Examples of CDE software:






Autodesk BIM 360;
Trimble connect;
Dalux Tender;
ASITE;
Bentley Projectwise.

An article [3] on the deployment of a CDE system for the construction and extension of a 786 km Borneo
motorway from 2016 to 2021 can be mentioned as a successful deployment of CDE project management software.
The project created a data environment on the Bentley platform. Projectwise. As one of the main successes of the
introduction of CDE, the author cites the central coordination and distribution of digital data for several separate
construction sections. Thanks to monitoring reports, the management of the entire project has clear information
about all sections of construction in one place and monitoring the progress of the project itself is simpler and speeds
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up decision-making processes. The data environment itself is planned to be used for management, monitoring and
maintenance of buildings. Due to the scale of the project, the use of the CDE environment will achieve consistent
data stored in one place. The main motivation for unifying data into one environment is to simplify all operations,
reduce costs and speed up the decision-making process.

Document Management System (DMS)
DMS (Document Management System) is mainly used for document storage and data management, security,
sharing and electronic circulation. At present, DMS systems are usually already accessible from a mobile application,
thus ensuring the flexibility of working with documents. One of the main features of the beginning of the
implementation of DMS systems was the ability to quickly search using sorting criteria, file name or full text in the
document. The condition for full-text search is the conversion of data into digital form using technology that can
recognize individual characters [4]. At the same time, the systems monitor the revisions of documents that are
stored, so you can view the older version of the document at any time and compare it with the new one. Most DMS
providers today also provide the ability to work with workflovw which provides common corporate document
approval processes online in a form that ensures shortens the length of approval cycles. Another system option is
to set appointment monitoring, eg a deadline for commenting on contracts. In the case of a DMS system, the term
document is therefore specified regardless of the document format, which can be from a standard MS Office office
application or an email or audio recording. All those documents bear certain information [5]. DMS system providers
include, for example:






Onlio, a.s – eDoCat;
Digital Resources a.s. – M-Files;
EXON s.r.o. – EXON;
Nauta s.r.o – XEELO;
QI GROUP a.s – QI.

There are many providers of DMS systems on the market and each system differs in terms of graphics processing
and functionality. For example, according to an article [6] from 2016 dealing with research into the use of DMS
systems in small and medium-sized construction companies in Jordan, semi-structured interviews were conducted
with representatives of selected companies, and it was found that most companies still lack the implementation of
DMS systems and document digitization itself. Low digitization may be due to the region in which the research was
carried out, which may not be as advanced as Central Europe.

Materials and methods
Qualitative research is based on a search of existing DMS and CDE software solutions and their functions. Based
on online research, companies operating in the market environment of the Czech Republic and providing software
solutions in the form of CDE and DMS software with usability in a construction company were identified. Qualitative
research was conducted with selected software solution providers based on a questionnaire survey with predefined
questions.
The questions focused mainly on how to display and work with data, the possibility of connecting to established
programs in companies, software management and the price for a company of 350-500 employees.
The research was attended by representatives of companies that presented the following software:





eDoCat [7];
M-Files [8];
XEELO [9];
ASITE [10].
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Within the questionnaire survey, the representatives of the addressed SW solutions answered the questions, see.
TAB No. 1, which were defined by the author in cooperation with representatives of a construction company with a
size of 350 - 400 employees as key for the initial selection of a SW solution provider.
Table 1: Questions for the questionnaire survey (source: author)

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Question
Where is the data stored?
Connection with accounting programs?
Electronic circulation of documents for approval?
Mobile platform?
Full-text search in documents?
Extraction of data from selected documents?
How are users added and removed?
Display .dwg or .rvt format?
What is the type of license?

The questions are focused on data management, the possibility of interconnection with other software, security
policy and the maximum use of the potential of the software across the control systems of construction companies.

eDoCat
It is a DMS software focused mainly on the management and distribution of documents which can be run on cloud
storage and on the customer's own servers. Within the company, eDoCat offers the possibility of connecting with
accounting programs and compiling reports on, for example, orders. eDoCat also offers full-text search in documents
and data extraction based on preset document structures. Reports are also compiled from the extracted data. A
workflow is available to the user for the approval of the documents themselves. The documents are available via a
web interface and a mobile application. New users are added by employees with the highest authority and have
pre-prepared templates available. The disadvantages of eDoCat software include the inability to display the .dwg
and .rvt CAD formats. The license is provided for one year and its price is tied to the number of users.
M-Files
M-Files is a DMS software solution focused mainly on document management and organization. The user can
choose whether to have the data stored on cloud storage or on his own server. For document approval, M-Files
includes a workflow that can be easily modified based on access rights. When connecting to accounting programs,
M-Files works mainly with exported files. If the documents are digitized correctly, full-text search in documents and
metadata can be used. M-Files provides data extraction from documents and automatic compilation of reports only
for an additional fee as part of the additional reporting package. Viewing CAD formats is only supported using thirdparty software. Access to M-Files is via a web interface and a mobile application. The advantage of M-Files is the
ability to combine multiple types of licenses, where you can choose from a named license that is fixed to the name,
concurrent licenses, which determines the maximum number of concurrent users and a read license that allows
users to view documents, mark assigned tasks as completed, but they cannot change the contents of the repository.
XEELO
XEELO is software focused mainly on working with data and processes. Currently, XEELO is profiled as a DMS
system. The software itself can be uploaded to the customer's server or cloud storage. The advantage of cloud
storage lies mainly in better customer support. XEELO can be connected to any IT software that can send and receive
data and then create reports and graphs from the data. Approval processes can be set up throughout the company
and in isolation on separate projects. XEELO also offers a mobile application for fast approval and data access. New
users are being added by designated administrators or, for example, by using Active Directory. The disadvantage of
XEELO is the inability to display .dwg and .rvt formats in XEELO. Licensing, XEELO distinguishes between two types
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of users, namely applicants and processors. Applicants are always free and can view the documents made available,
while processors are already charged, and these users use all the possibilities of XEELO.
ASITE
ASITE software is based on the principle of a common data environment (CDE) and works only on remote servers
and cannot be run on its own server. The system can be extended only by a limited number of modules provided by
the provider, and it cannot be extended by own requirements. By connecting to the accounting program,
subcontractor invoices can be obtained automatically and further processed. Asite works through a web interface
and a mobile application. Within ASITE, it is also possible to set up electronic circulation of documents and their
approval across the entire company. For use in construction, ASITE also supports the display of CAD formats such as
.dwg and .rvt. ASITE can be obtained on a license basis for an unlimited number of users, the price of which is
determined depending on the company's annual revenue, or ASITE can be deployed in isolation on a separate
project, where the price is calculated from the estimated annual revenue.

Conclusion
Based on qualitative research of existing commercial solutions of CDE and DMS software and analysis of their
functions to support digital work with data and versatile use across all control systems of the construction company.
The conclusions of the research can be summarized as follows:
-

DMS software is provided both on cloud storage and can be run on your own servers. CDE software is
provided through cloud storage.

-

CDE and DMS software can be linked to accounting programs and then automatically generate reports and
graphs

-

Both DMS and CDE software provide electronic approval of documents based on the created approval matrix.

-

DMS and CDE software are commonly available from the web interface and through mobile applications.

-

Creation of automatic reports is provided by both DMS and CDE software

-

Adding users is closely linked to the type of licenses provided and is managed by trained personnel with the
necessary authorization.

-

DMS software does not provide display of CAD formats such as .dwg and .rvt

Based on the research, it is possible to recommend the use of CDE software for construction companies, where
e.g. ASITE software provides the user with both data management and mobile access, as well as the display of CAD
formats that can be used in all phases of the contract. Licensing, ASITE is not limited by the number of users, but
only by the price calculated on the basis of the planned annual revenue of the company or project. In the case of
ASITE, it can be mentioned as a model example, deployment on a separate project, where the planned annual
revenue is CZK 100 million without VAT. The price for providing an annual license in this case is CZK 105,600 excluding
VAT. In the future, with the progress of digitization in construction, the increasing use of CDE software in
construction can be expected.
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Abstract
Innovation strategies within the European Union and its member states have been established over time. In a
comparison of two countries, Germany as one of the leading economies in Europe, and Czech Republic, as one of a
recent emerging economy, this study is analysing the current state of innovation, future objectives of the countries’
Innovation strategy, as well as possible impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. While applying a quantitative approach,
a comprehensive literature review and analysis of scientific research has been undertaken. It includes the analysis
of institutionally conducted research, such as the Global Innovation Index and the European Innovation Scoreboard
and its interpretation. Both countries are considered innovation leaders on a global level but fall behind on a
European comparison where they are not considered leaders. Similarities of the state of innovation between the
countries are dominating but significant differences do exist and identify also weaknesses of the countries. Germany
more than the Czech Republic show distinct disparities in innovation performance on a regional level. The analysis
provides a direct comparison of similarities and differences of the current state of innovation between the two
countries, as well as their future strategic aims. It presents a direct comparison of the innovativeness between these
two countries and highlights certain indicators that influence the strength of that country or region.

Keywords
European Innovation Scoreboard, Global Innovation Index, innovation strategy, national innovation system
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Introduction
An innovation strategy is a common tool used by successful businesses to build and maintain competitive goals.
According to Harvard Business Review a company sets a successful innovation strategy forward by establishing an
innovation system, which includes “a coherent set of interdependent processes and structures that dictates how the
company searches for novel problems and solutions, synthesizes ideas into a business concept and product designs,
and selects which projects get funded” [1]. It is suggested that there is vast evidence that innovation has a direct
effect on performance and competitive advantage [2]. In today’s globally competitive environment, not only do
companies have the necessity to develop and follow innovation strategies, but also individual governments, regions
and even cities. They need to do so by creating or triggering innovation ecosystems for the economic activities to
stay competitive on a global sphere [3]. Individual countries and regions have discovered the value of strategic
innovation. The European Union and its member states are thus implementing innovation strategies for a good
reason. With the Lisbon Treaty in 2000, the EU in a first instance formalised the strategic implementation of
innovation [4], which serves now as a foundation of the innovation strategies of the individual European Union
states.
Effective innovation ecosystems are the backbone for efficient innovation strategies, where investments into
innovation lead to higher outputs than inputs. It is up to the individual states to implement innovation ecosystems
allowing for economic growth. According to the Global Innovation Index (GII), Europe is the second most innovative
region in the world. Despite the diverse economic structure of European countries, 16 states are ranked among the
top 25 as innovation leaders [5, p. 26].
Currently the EU’s biggest funding programme, HORIZON Europe (2021-2027), has allocated up to € 95,5 billion
[6] for this period to invest into science with the aim to further motivate an innovation ecosystem within its region
of governance and beyond. As specific aims of innovation differ between countries, national programmes further
enhance the stimulation of innovation within their border.
The following comparative study has been undertaken to understand the current state of innovation of the two
neighbouring countries Czech Republic and Germany, as well as explain their similarities and differences. Further
elements of this research shall indicate to what extend the recent COVID-19 pandemic has had an impact in the
execution of their innovation strategies.

Literature review
The topic of innovation has taken up an important part of national strategies worldwide. Specifically, the
European Union is placing great importance on the promotion of innovation among its member states. But how can
innovation be measured and compared? What is making a country innovative and what not? Two extensive annual
studies are taking on this challenge in defining categories and measuring innovativeness. For the purpose of this
article, these two reports, namely the Global Innovation Index 2021, as well as the European Innovation Scoreboard
(EIS) 2021 have been reviewed and results for Germany and the Czech Republic have been compared and analyzed.
The GII compares 81 indicators of 132 countries, whereas the EIS compares 32 indicators of 39 countries incl. all
EU member states and 13 neighbouring countries. Additionally, the regional extension of the EIS, the Regional
Innovation Scoreboard (RIS), which has further assessed 240 regions across Europe based on 21 indicators, has been
looked into, particularly at the 8 Czech and 38 German regions. These extensive studies have been reviewed focusing
on the two countries and their respective global and European average measures. Scholarly articles have further
been used to confirm the previous results and support the quantitative study. In particular, searches with key words
'national innovation systems, national innovation strategies and innovation ecosystem’ with references to Europe,
Czech Republic and Germany have been carried out, and relevant material has been reviewed.
Further, individual innovative indicators have been looked at closely, with results taken from various official
statistical websites. Last but not least, by reviewing related literature, a look at the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
has been taken into consideration.
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Methodology
The research design follows a quantitative approach by means of a comprehensive literature review and analysis
carried out on the topic of innovation strategy within Europe and specifically Germany and Czech Republic, the
innovation ecosystem of Europe, and effects of COVID-19 on the state of innovation. Relevant scholarly literature
was researched on prominent scientific databases (Google Scholar, Web of Science, Scopus) and statistical databases
(Statista).
Conversely, official innovation rankings have also been taken into account. In particular, results of the GII 2021
and the EIS 2021 have been used as a foundation of the study and analyzed. Both studies compare the state of
innovation of various countries based on specific parameters and methodology, deriving an annual ranking report.
Results of these rankings have been used to number and to analyze the differences and similarities between both
countries, as well as point out the countries’ strengths and weaknesses, deriving a clear picture of the state of
innovation.
While the comparison and analysis of existing indices is a key argument discussed in this paper, research has also
taken into consideration the economic, political and social environment of both countries. Looking at the historical
economic evolution of both countries will give further insight into the reasons and understanding for their current
innovation status.

Results
Results are being derived from an in-depth analysis of the GII 2021, as well as the EIS 2021 and its edition of the
RIS 2021. The innovation strategies of Czech Republic and Germany are being assessed in terms of important topics,
clear goals and responsibilities realising the strategies’ aims. A review of the economic, political and social
environment shall further provide evidence on the effectiveness and state of innovation of the individual country’s
development stage. Results are concluded with a review of the COVID-19 pandemic and its influence on innovation.

Global Innovation Index 2021 [5]
Initiated in 2007 by INSEAD with the aim to gain a most comprehensive perspective on global innovation, annual
issues have been further developed with the current 2021 edition published by the World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO) in partnership with the Portulans Institute, various corporate and academic network partners
and the GII Advisory Board [7]. The GII 2021 study comprises 132 economies, which represent 94.3% of the world’s
population and 99.0% of the world’s GDP [5]. The GII report’s final ranking is derived by taking the average count
of the two sub-indices innovation input and innovation output, which consist of five input and two output pillars.
Each of the five input and two output pillars are divided into three sub-pillars, which respectively are composed of
individual indicators, a total of 81 [5].
The GII 2021 ranks Germany in 10th position and the Czech Republic in 24th. Both the Czech Republic and
Germany are ranked in the high-income group of countries. Neither country has undergone major changes in their
overall ranking over the past three years, keeping their position within one to two positions relatively stable. The GII
2021 analysis concluded that both countries are considered innovation leaders as their innovation input returned a
higher innovation output, proving effectiveness of investments [5].
Looking at the ranking of individual indicators, as well as the sub-pillars and input and output pillars, it becomes
clear that Germany is outperforming the Czech Republic by scoring better in 75 categories, whereas the Czech
Republic is leading in 29 categories. There is an equal score for three indicators. The number of weaknesses (11) is
the same for both countries, but when it comes to strengths, the Czech Republic (17) is leading slightly over Germany
(16). Income group weaknesses for Czech Republic (39) are significantly higher than that of Germany (6), indicating
that the Czech Republic is affected by lower wages despite being categorized in the high-income bracket. This
weakness of the Czech Republic has an effect in particular in the areas or as defined by GII 2021 the pillars of
institutions, infrastructure, as well as market and Business sophistication.
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Germany is ranked among the top 3 indicators and sub pillars in logistics performance (rank 1), patents by
origin/bn PPP$ GDP (rank 1), trade, diversification and market scale (rank 2), global corporate R&D investors, top 3,
mn US$ (rank 2), and citable documents H-index (rank 3). Additionally, tertiary education (rank 5) as well as R&D
(rank 6) are also considered strengths of Germany. It indicates that Germany, as the most populated country within
the EU, has an efficient logistical network due to its excellent road, rail and airport infrastructure and technology, as
well as its central position within Europe. R&D activities flourish thanks to investments from corporations and
institutions leading to high scientific and commercial output. Germany further offers a diverse mix of industrial
output, offering trading partnerships throughout the world.
Czech Republic has been ranked among the top 3 indicators or sub pillars in creative goods exports, % total trade
(rank 1), GERD (Gross Domestic Expenditure on Research and Experimental Development) financed by abroad, %
GDP (rank 3), high-tech manufacturing % (rank 3). It also stands out in the field of ecological sustainability, in
particular scoring high in ISO14001 environment certificates/bn PPP$ GDP (Czech Republic rank 7 vs. Germany rank
44). The country has managed to build a strong sector around the creative goods industry and is leading its export
measured by total trade. Based on the skilled workforce and prevailing lower wages, the country has most likely
become an attractive international partner within this sector. High-tech manufacturing is placed in a similar position,
probably for similar reasons. The country has further secured a significant amount of R&D investment from abroad
as own funding is still considered below the average.
In the following, achieved values (from 0 to 100) rather than rankings have been compared as they provide a
better insight into the actual differences and similarities. When analyzing the disparities in value of the 81 indicators,
it is evident that there are more similarities than significant differences between the two countries. There are three
indicators (ease of getting credit (Czech Republic 70 vs. Germany 70), ease of protecting minority investors (Czech
Republic 62 vs. Germany 62), applied tariff rate, weighted avg., % (Czech Republic 90 vs. Germany 90)) where both
countries achieved the same values. There are 32 indicators with 10 value points apart or less (but greater zero). 36
indicators count differences between 10,1 to 40 value points, whilst 11 count significant differences above 40,1
value points.
Primary and secondary educational environment, as well as political stability is comparably well organized within
the two countries. Digitalization of government services, E-participation, cost of redundancy dismissal and ease of
starting a business are ranked similarly. A high domestic industry diversification stands out in both countries, and
let individual industries (i.e. printing and other media, ICT services exports) appear on a lower scale of total
manufacturing, in their respective trade. The 11 significant differences (more than 40,1 value points apart) include
global corporate R&D investors, top 3, mn US$ (Czech Republic 0 vs. Germany 94), patent families/bn PPP$ GDP
(Czech Republic 11 vs. Germany 97), patents by origin/bn PPP$ GDP (Czech Republic 16 vs. Germany 100), creative
goods exports, % total trade (Czech Republic 100 vs. Germany 24), PCT patents by origin /bn PPP$ GDP (Czech
Republic 9,4 vs. Germany 78), citable documents H-index (Czech Republic 30 vs. Germany 87), GERD financed by
abroad, % GDP (Czech Republic 74 vs. Germany 26), ISO 14001 environmental certificates/bn PPP$ (Czech Republic
60 vs. Germany 12), ISO 9001 quality certificates/bn PPP$ (Czech Republic 72 vs. Germany 29, high-tech imports, %
total trade (Czech Republic 76 vs. Germany 34), industrial designs by origin/bn PPP$ GDP (Czech Republic 16 vs.
Germany 58).
We witness very contrary results in the patenting discipline, industrial design and referencing to scientific
publications, where Germany is holding a very strong position. Attracting the top 3 global corporate R&D investors,
Germany has clearly a competitive advantage over the Czech Republic. Nevertheless, the Czech Republic achieves a
much higher score for GERD financed by abroad, meaning a high amount of R&D investment is indeed attracted
from abroad. ISO certifications are strong points of the Czech Republic. It is not clear however, whether the Czech
Republic is indeed outperforming Germany or merely catching up.
The GII 2021 further points out the importance of industry clusters. Placed in third position worldwide, Germany
hosts 9 science and technology clusters, whereas there is none recorded for the Czech Republic. A number of
emerging markets, such as India show strong activities in this area and are expected be placed within the top tier in
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the near future [5, p. 35]. With a strong position in high-tech manufacturing and high-tech exports, Czech Republic
should consider science and technology clustering, even with cross-border activities to stay in a competitive position.
In summary, the major differences between Czech Republic and Germany as per GII 2021 are the dominant
position of Germany when it comes to patent application, industrial design, and citations. Czech Republic is showing
a competitive advantage when it comes to creative goods export, attracting foreign R&D investment and proves
strong in ISO certification issuance. There are a number of very close similarities between the countries, in particular
in the areas of institutions and political environment, education, information and communication technology, as
well as knowledge absorption and diffusion.

European Innovation Scoreboard 2021 [7]
The EIS is released annually by the European Commission. It provides a comparative assessment of the research
and innovation performance of EU member states and selected third countries, and the relative strengths and
weaknesses of their research and innovation systems. It helps countries assess areas in which they need to
concentrate their efforts in boosting their innovation performance [8]. As a regional extension, the European
Commission further issues the Regional Innovation Scoreboard (RIS). This study assesses the innovation
performance of European regions on a limited number of indicators.
The EIS 2021 [10] defines as a first step the economic indicators of countries’ performance and structure in
comparison to the EU average. In a second step it defines 12 categories, each with 2-3 sub-categories, totalling 32
indicating measures. The EIS 2021 evaluates the categories, as well as the sub-categories. The evaluation is indicated
by percentage in comparison to the European average, defining a score of 100% being equal to the EU average and
respective values below or above this average.
The EIS defines Germany (rank 6) as a strong innovator (139,72%) and the Czech Republic (rank 17) as a moderate
innovator (94,41%). Neither country made it to the top list of innovative leaders. This can be seen as a contradiction
to the GII 2021. However, the GII evaluated a larger heterogeneous group of countries and the EIS 2021 a smaller,
more homogenous group. According to EIS 2021, Germany is scoring above the EU average, and the Czech Republic
just below European average. Germany scored above average in 25 of 32 indicators, whereas the Czech Republic
scored above average in only 9 indicators. Germany is has scored below average in 7 indicators, the Czech Republic
in 23 indicators.
Strengths (above 125%) of the Czech Republic are enterprises providing ICT training (133,3%) and medium and
high-tech export (127,1%). Although ICT services exports scored very low in the GII 2021, the training in ICT, as
projected by the EIS 2021, is a clear strength of the Czech Republic. Furthermore, since 2000, the Czech Republic
has leaped in the area of medium and high-tech export, when manufacturing of high-tech products represented less
than 5% of the total industrial production of the Czech Republic [11]. This result is in line with the GII 2021 high-tech
manufacturing positioning (3 rank).
Strong weaknesses (below 69,9 %) of the Czech Republic are venture capital expenditure (22,3%), PCT patent
applications (24%), most cited publications (43,9%), job-to-job-mobility of HRST (human resources in science and
technology) (48,2%), knowledge-intensive service export (54,5%), innovation expenditure per employee (56%),
population with tertiary education (56,4%), design applications (69,8%). As highlighted in the GII 2021 results,
weaknesses include patenting and citations, but also investment into innovation and venture capital activities.
Strengths of Germany according to EIS 2021 include PCT patent applications (208,6%), employment in innovative
enterprises (166,7%), business process innovators (156,5%), design application (155,8%), doctorate graduates
(151,9%), R&D expenditure in the business sector (151,8%), public-private co-publications (148,5%), R&D
expenditure in the public sector (147,3%), product innovators (SMEs) (147,3%), non-R&D innovation expenditure
(141,5), innovation expenditure per employee (141,3%), job-to-job-mobility of HRST (141,1%), people with above
overall digital skills (136,45%), sales of innovative products (131,8%), medium and high-tech export (125,9%). There
are a number of strengths to be highlighted in Germany. R&D investment in public and private sectors and related
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outcomes such as patents, innovation expenditure per employee, an above average skilled workforce, products and
services resulting from innovation and their high contribution to sales and export all go hand in hand.
Strong weaknesses of Germany include government support for business R&D (40,8%), population with tertiary
education (60,9%), foreign doctorate students (63,3%). Surprising is the low score of population with tertiary
education. This however may be explained that Germany has an exemplary system for vocational training producing
skilled labour, but not with the degree from higher education institutions. Although R&D investment is high in
Germany, the governments participation is relatively low. Further efforts can be made to attract more foreign
doctoral students.
An analysis of the differences of scores between the Czech Republic and Germany derives with 5 similarities (≤ 5
percentage points apart). These are employed ICT specialists (0 difference), lifelong learning (1,0 differences),
medium and high-tech goods export (1,2 differences), international science co-publication (2,1 differences),
population with tertiary education (4,5 difference). The 5 significant differences (≥ 80,1 percentage points apart) are
PCT patent application (184,6%), job-to-job-mobility of HRST (92,9%), design application (86%), innovation
expenditure per employee (85,3%), employment in innovative enterprises (79,3%).
Results from GII 2021 and EIS 2021 confirm similarities in the educational systems, and their life-long learning
initiatives, notably below the EU average. ICT specialists present an equal proportion to the total employment in
both countries. Producing equally good results, as seen already in the GII 2021, are the medium to high-tech good
exports.

Regional Innovation Scoreboard 2021 [9]
The RIS, together with the EIS, is commissioned by the European Union to obtain a closer look at regions and their
performance. The RIS 2021 provides a comparative assessment based on 21 indices of the performance of
innovation systems across 240 regions of 22 EU countries [9]. Germany comprises 38 regions, the Czech Republic 8.
In the Czech Republic, the majority of regions fall under the category of moderate innovators. Only one region falls
under the category of strong innovator (Prague) and one under emerging innovators (Severozápad). The Prague
region is performing above European average (107,5%), as most investment and economic activities are taking place
in the Czech capital. The remainder is notably below the EU average. The least innovative region Severozápad
(47,8%) is bordering Germany’s Saxony. It is surprising that, when it comes to innovations, this once very strong
industrial region of the Ore mountains and international spa area has fallen far behind the rest of the country. With
its history of industrial labour and the proximity to strong trading partner Germany, the region has no reason to stay
behind.
79% of regions in Germany perform above the European average. The low preforming regions tend to be located
in the northern / eastern part of Germany, whereas the best performing in the southern / western part of the
country. The capital Berlin is the 3rd best performing region within Germany. Among the top three overall European
regions is also the German region Oberbayern (Upper Bavaria) with its capital Munich. The best performing East
German region is Saxony with its major cities Dresden, Leipzig and Chemnitz. It has set an example for attracting
innovative partners, like those from the automobile industry, and many other industry sectors and created the
Silicon Saxony.

Discussion & Conclusion
From a historical and political background, the Czech Republic after the 1990 Velvet Revolution and onwards, was
not in a position to be an innovative country. Technology then consisted of old standards and little knowledge was
available to transform the country into a developed economy. The country depended on outside investment to bring
innovation with them. Germany, and in particular West Germany, was in a much different position, as it was
following open market rules since the 50’s and was well established in terms of current technology standards from
the time of the Wirtschaftswunder onwards. Entering the European Union in 2004, the Czech Republic leaped
forward as an attractive low-cost labour country and attracted numerous industrial investors offering attractive FDI
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whilst exploiting the low-cost labour. One may conclude that Germany, being one of the biggest investors in the
Czech Republic (i.e. automotive industry: VW acquired Škoda in 2000) has helped trigger innovative activities in the
Czech Republic. The Czech Republic today is not a purely low-cost labour country anymore, and the many companies
establishing their European offices in the Czech Republic, have brought with them the need for higher qualified
labour tackling higher qualified jobs. Recently, more and more R&D activities have been located within Czech
boundaries and more economic activities of Czech enterprises have evolved, creating a lesser dependency on
investment from abroad. Now considered a developed country, the Czech Republic is catching up to above European
standards. With new technology and automation of production processes, there is less need for low-skilled workers
but more for high-skilled labor. This is also reflected in the comparison between the two countries both in the resent
results of the GII 2021 and EIS 2021, where a significant number of similarities can be found.
The basis for scientific work has proven more favorable in Germany, thanks to a longer history in conduction free
scientific work. According to OECD, the number of scientists and researchers is higher than in the Czech Republic
(7,82 in Czech Republic vs. 9,93 in Germany per 1,000 employed in 2019) [13], although a number of countries with
significantly more scientists and researchers in Europe exist. There is a strong potential for the Czech Republic to
close the gap.
According to Eurostat, the number of recognized research institutions in Germany reached 121. When normalising
this figure based on population, the number of recognized institutions in Germany is similar to that of the Czech
Republic (15). A significant difference however is seen in the number of non-university institutions, with the Czech
Republic counting four and Germany 56 [14]. Germany holds a competitive advantage with the major basic and
applied research institutions like Frauenhofer-Gesellschaft, Helmholtz Association, Leibniz Association, Max-PlankGesellschaft, as well as a number of federal and state institutions and other industrial research associations [15].
Patenting, from the time of the Velvet Revolution, has not found its tradition in the Czech Republic. The significant
difference in patent applications can be explained by the fact that most patents are generated to satisfy the needs
of companies and are financed (at least partially) from their resources [11, p. 387]. Around the Czech EU accession
in 2004, Western companies placed an emphasis on cheap production labour (i.e. automotive) and service labour
(i.e. call centres). R&D activities of investing companies remained mainly in their respective home countries.
Historically, comparing it to the state of innovation in Germany, little innovation took place in the Czech Republic.
According to EPO, in 2020, Germany applied for 25.833 patents whereas Czech Republic applied for 203. The top
three application are in Czech Republic medical technology (22), pharmaceuticals (17) and transport (13). In
Germany the priorities are electrical machinery, apparatus, energy (2.083), transport (2.082) and other special
machines (1.248). The Czechs place their patent activities within the areas of instruments, chemistry and mechanical
engineering, whereas Germany`s focus lays in the area of mechanical and electrical engineering [16].
Comparing the state of innovation, it is worth looking also at governmental strategies. In recent years, both
countries have formalized their innovation strategies. Furthermore, Germany’s 16 federal states have additionally
implemented more detailed strategies catering to the needs of the regions.
Czech Republic has prepared a long-term innovation strategy from 2019 till 2030 with clear aims and
responsibilities for the fields funding and evaluation of R&D, polytechnic education, national start-up and spin-off
environment, digital state, manufacturing and services, innovation and research centres, smart Investment,
intellectual property protection, mobility and construction environment, and smart marketing [17]. Whilst
comparing goals of the Czech Innovation Strategy 2019-2030 with the weaknesses from the GII 2021 and EIS 2021
mentioned above, it can be concluded that the Czech Republic is indeed focusing on overcoming its weaknesses and
looking to tackle new areas to be ahead of the game. The main weaknesses are lower R&D spending, low amount
of patenting, lower amount of participation in tertiary education, insufficient amount of research centres.
According to the Czech Innovation Strategy 2019- 2030, the share of total R&D and innovation expenditure in the
Czech Republic was in 2019 1.79% of GDP, of which 60% are company resources, 40% government and European
resources [17]. The country’s aim is to grow investment by 0.1 percentage points each year and derive with 3% by
2030, of which 1% is expected to come from public resources and 2% from company resources [17].
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Germany is placing an emphasis on 17 high-tech areas of the future (health research and medical technology,
plants, energy technologies, climate and environmental technologies, information- and communication
technologies, vehicle and transport technologies, space technologies, maritime technologies, services,
nanotechnology, biotechnology, microsystem technology, optical technologies, material technologies, production
technologies) and is following the goal of economic growth, creating new workplaces and achieving a higher quality
of life [18]. This strategy differs from the Czech strategy, as it focuses on investing into industry segments, rather
than into the improvement of infrastructure around innovation. Again, it needs to be noted that more detailed
innovation strategies are carried out on a federal level. The annual R&D expenditure of 110 Mrd. EUR lays at 3,19%
of GDP [19] and is at a similar level of the Czech 2030 goal.
With the recent COVID-19 pandemic the obvious question arises if and how this is visible within the state of
innovation
and
what
effect
has
the
pandemic
taken.
According
to
Daren
Tang,
Director General, World Intellectual Property Organization, the innovative sectors of the global economy have
remained strong, despite severe disruptions [5, p. vii]. He says “governments and enterprises in many parts of the
world have scaled up their investments in innovation during the COVID-19 pandemic and that scientific output,
expenditures
in
research
and
development,
intellectual property filings and venture capital deals continued to grow in 2020” [5 p. vii].
The EPO (European Patent Office) confirms results that despite the disruption of the pandemic 2020 was the
second highest year for patent applications ever [20]. The EPO statistics show further which fields have seen above
average growth and decline, which can be seen as a result of the pandemic. The two growth champions as per EPO
are biotechnology and pharmaceuticals with respective growth of 6.3% and 10.2% [20]. In Germany, for instance,
the highest growth of patent applications was seen in the biotechnology sector with 9,4% growth, followed by civil
engineering (6,3%) and basic materials chemistry (4,7%), the highest decline in patent application where seen in the
technology fields measurements (-12,3%) [20], mechanical elements (-6,3%) and machine tools (-5,9%).
According to the German based Helmholz Association, the decrease in firm’s innovation budget was less than
with previous crises experience. According to their innovation survey, the firms’ joint yearly global R&D
expenditures in 2020 only decreased by 0.5% compared to declines of 11% in the crisis year of 2009 and that firms
with high innovation capacities tended to be more resilient to likely negative consequences [21, p. 17].
How the effect of the recent election results in both countries will further influence the state of innovation can
yet not be clearly said. In the Czech Republic, where recent election results pushed the Party ANO under Prime
Minister Babiš into opposition and the coalition is expected to be formed by conservative and pro-western Fiala of
Spolu in coalition with Piráti+Stan. Considering that Fiala spent most of his career in higher education (Rector of
Masaryk University 2004-2011 [22]) it can be expected that a continued emphasis will be placed on innovation.
With a new German chancellor (Olaf Scholz, SPD) in coalition with FDP and the Green Party and an opposition of
the long-term dominant CDU under Angela Merkel, Germany is expected to undergo change. This is expected in
particular in areas like environmental protection, energy and social matters. Innovation is also expected to continue
playing an important role and rather increase than decrease its importance.
In conclusion, the state of innovation in the Czech Republic and Germany from a global point of view is in a healthy
and stable position while achieving a status of innovation leader [5]. Looking at the two countries from a European
perspective, there are more differences evident. Neither country is considered an innovation leader and Czech
Republic is even performing lower than the European average [10]. Similarities between the countries are greater
than differences as there are similar focuses on industry diversification (i.e., automotive, high-tech manufacturing,
ICT). The significant differences also show the weaknesses of the countries (i.e., Czech: R&D expenditure and related
outcomes; Germany: GERD financed by abroad). Based on the historical and political differences, Czech Republic has
yet to catch up to Western European level but is on a good way. Its well-defined innovation strategy 2019-2023
covers the deficits and provides great potential to become “The Country of the Future” [17]. Germany, although not
in the leading positions in Europe should do all to not fall behind. As a very bureaucratic country with 16 federal
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states, it is much more difficult to follow one innovation strategy and enforce it regionally. Smaller European
countries have therefore taken the position of leading innovators.
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Abstract
Globally, urban agglomerations produce most of the carbon dioxide and consume most of the energy produced.
Therefore, new green solutions are being developed. Positive energy districts play the key role in transforming
Europe into a climate neutral continent. This paper analyzes and describes the structure of a positive energy district.
The paper analyzes the common features and the differences of a positive energy districts and sets the comparative
parameters for positive energy district evaluation.
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Introduction
The ever-increasing population of urban agglomerations brings new negative local and global impacts, such as
reduced air quality or global warming. More than 3.5 billion people live in cities, almost 50% of the human population
[1]. Cities consume from 60 – 80 % of the energy produced and are responsible for 75% of carbon dioxide production,
covering only 3 % of earth's surface [2]. Consequently, construction of new buildings or city districts must be planned
and implemented considering the environment. Resource-efficient cities are characterized by lower living costs,
higher productivity and living standards [3].
Positive energy districts (PEDs) or Positive energy neighborhoods (PENs) are being implemented in order to
expedite decarbonization of the energy and economic sector in Europe, in line with the objectives of the Paris
Agreement. PEDs are characterized by sophisticated buildings with highly efficient systems and minimal energy
consumption, which is covered by its own renewable resources. PEDs are energy self-sufficient locations that
provide a secure supply of energy, while responding flexibly to changing demand, balancing peaks and optimizing
energy supply [4].
The main goal of the paper is to analyze and describe the structure of positive energy districts and to determine
their common and different features.

Methodology
An extensive desk research on the positive energy districts topic was made to acquire and bring the results. Mainly
foreign books, articles and websites of operating PEDs were analyzed together with the document “Europe towards
positive energy districts” [5] which presents 28 areas that are aiming to become carbon neutral and energy selfsufficient. Two of these areas in operating stage (Åland Island, Finland and Carquefou, France) were examined in
detail and comparatively analyzed.
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Results
Positive energy districts – PEDs are characterized by sophisticated buildings with highly efficient and smart
systems. Positive energy districts encounter buildings, rest areas, mobility, technologies, energies and people.
However, mobility as a part of a positive energy district is questionable because it is hard to determine the
boundaries of a positive energy district [4, 6].
Table 1: Structure of positive energy district (source: author, by 5)

Positive energy district

Buildings

Residential buildings (single-family houses, townhouses, cooperative
houses or condominiums, apartment houses, lodging houses, …)
Institutional buildings (hospitals, schools, libraries, stadiums, sport
facilities, swimming pools, town halls, municipal offices, post offices, …)
Mercantile buildings (markets, shops, department stores, office
buildings, …)
Industrial buildings (power plants, warehouse building, factories, cold
storage buildings, data centers, …)
Historical buildings and heritage buildings (churches, castles, …)

Rest areas

Parks, playgrounds, outdoor sport facilities (tennis courts, outdoor gyms,
volleyball sand courts, …)

Energy used

Water (cold water, hot water), electricity, heating, cooling, air
conditioning

Local renewable
sources

Water energy, solar energy, wind energy, biomass, geothermal energy,
wave energy (energy of the sea), waste heat

Mobility
Information and
communication
technologies (ICT
systems)

People

Private transport (cars, trucks, motorbikes, bikes)
Public transport (Trains, buses, trams, shared cars, shared bikes)
Software, hardware, data, operators, sharing of data
Smart systems, smart grids, self-healing grids
Smart metering
Developers, investors, municipalities, property owners
Architects, designers, urban planners, universities, energy specialists
Construction companies, real estate agencies
The general public, future owners, lawyers

The structure of PED is closely related, new bindings and connections are arising on the legislative, political,
economic, social, technical, environmental, technological and spatial level [7]. An example of a new connection is a
case study of Ing. Karásek [8] who found out that a large amount of photovoltaic panels can be installed on the roofs
of farmsteads in the village of Číměř (Vysočina region, Czech Republic). By placing photovoltaic panels on the roofs
of farmsteads, a new link will be created between the agricultural cooperative and electricity consumers. The legal
security of newly established connections and relationships therefore plays an important role in positive energy
district implementation.
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The typology and structure of a positive energy district varies according to individual needs, geographical location
of the area and availability of local renewable energy sources. There are three possible types of PED establishment
(Figure 1). PEDs can be built as a new district “on a green field”, implemented in existing urban area as a combination
of old and newly build buildings or rebuilt from an existing urban area by a complex and deep renovation [7].
Identifying priorities and needs of local municipalities (including energy needs) is crucial for a positive energy district
implementation and for setting the goals of the project.

Figure 1: Positive energy districts by way of establishment; from left: a) green field, b) extension of an existing area, c)
renovation of an existing area

It is difficult to compare positive energy districts with each other. Presently, only a few positive energy districts
were built and the operational stage is not long enough for an objective comparison. Each positive energy district is
individual and unique, every district was built under local conditions, in a different way and by different means, each
positive energy district faced different challenges and barriers. Comparing positive energy districts is onerous, all
districts are specific and different, from geographical location, through the possibility of local renewable energy
sources to the type of funding and the level of involvement of local people.
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Table: The percentage of PEDs by type, comparison parameters (source: author, by 5)

Type of
establishment

Initiation

Method of
financing

Type of buildings

Renewables
used

Location

Project
completion stage

Type of PED
Green field (new area)

Percentage [%]
28,57

Extension of an existing area + renovation

60,71

Renovation of an existing area

10,72

Developer (private sector)

-

Municipality (public sector)

-

Developer + municipality

-

Inhabitants

-

Private resources

-

Public resources

-

Public – private – people partnership

-

Grants (European, national, local)

-

Research and innovation funding

-

Residential buildings

100,00

Institutional or mercantile buildings

78,57

Sport facilities

14,29

Industrial buildings

10,72

Solar energy

82,14

Water energy

3,57

Wind energy

7,14

Central heating

78,57

Biomass

14,29

Geothermal energy

53,57

Wave energy (energy of the sea)

3,57

Batteries

17,86

Heat pump

60,71

Waste heat

21,43

Mountain areas

-

Islands, marine and seaside areas

-

Areas on a riverside

-

Windy areas

-

Geothermal areas

-

Existing, operating PEDs

7,14

Implemented PEDs

64,29

Planned PEDs

28,57

The data submitted in the table are considering the 28 positive energy areas from the JPI Urban Europe document
[5]. The data mentioned above constitute the comparative parameters for evaluating a positive energy district.
Although positive energy districts are specific and different projects, there are few common features. The main
and key common feature for the successful implementation of the positive energy district is the excellent availability
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of local renewable energy sources, namely excellent conditions for the placement of photovoltaic panels and solar
thermal collectors [5]. Another common feature is to have a high level of information and knowledge of local people
who are actively involved in the positive energy district project since the pre-investment phase. Other important
common feature are the national programs focused on renovation or promotion of renewable energy sources or
positive energy districts [5].

Conclusion and discussion
Positive energy districts cannot be compared due to their differences. The structure of positive energy district
varies and depends on the local conditions of the location (local energy sources, spatial possibilities, financial
sources, available grants, involvement of general public etc.). Nevertheless, the analysis identified common features
in positive energy districts, namely:





Excellent availability of renewable resources in the locality or nearby
High awareness and involvement of local people and the general public
National programs for positive energy districts (national level of support)
How to establish an energy district project

Common features and differences confirm that each positive energy district must be assessed and implemented
individually, taking local conditions into account.
The conclusion of the analysis is that it is for positive energy districts that citizens understand the problematics of
energy efficiency and energy self-sufficiency and that they understand the benefits of positive energy district
projects. Informed and interested users are the basis for the proper and effective functioning of the project.
An important element of the implementation of the positive energy district is the selection of the area and taking
into consideration the comparative advantage of the location. It is not important and necessary to promote a
positive energy district in a place where it would not be economically advantageous and interesting for investors.
For example, in localities that have insufficient amount of renewable energy sources that can be used.
This article attends to positive energy districts in operating, implementing or planning stage on the European
continent. The next research is likely to be oriented towards other continents (specifically North America, Asia and
Australia) and towards comparing European and other positive energy areas. Future research might be further
focused on answering following questions:
 Are PEDs economically advantageous for investors, developers and/or citizens?
 What are the challenges and the barriers in the process of a PED implementation? What possible (economic,
social, technological) risks does the project bring?
 Is it feasible to use building information modeling in case of positive energy districts?
 Is it crucial for a PED to consider energy used during the construction?
 Does the definition and the energy balance of PEDs also consider the bound energy in constructions and
materials?
 Should the energies mentioned above be considered when creating a PED? Should we include bound energy and
energy used for construction when setting a PED model as a part of the consumption of a PED?
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Abstract
This article deals with the use of information from a digital building model to optimize the real estate valuation
process. The Law on the Valuation of Property, as amended, and its implementing decree, as amended, are used to
determine the expert assessments. However, the decree and the law do not deal with the digitalization of the
construction industry, and therefore the research focuses on what information the model must contain within the
different phases of the life cycle of the building in order to make the valuation as close as possible to the actual state
of the property. It is important to incorporate the necessary information into the model at the beginning of the
project, but even more important is the regular updating of the model and the addition of information on new
structural conditions within the facility management processes. If a digital model is carefully created and
continuously maintained, the valuation of a property over the lifetime of the building will become a quick process
with minimal deviation from reality. The aim of this paper is to assess the information required for valuation and
the possibility of inserting it to the relevant structures in the digital model.

Keywords
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Introduction
House prices generally reflect the relationship between supply and demand, interest rates, unemployment, the
price and availability of building materials or the number of building permits issued. In this case, it is always a matter
of determining the market price of the property that the buyer is willing to pay to the seller. This applies not only to
new builds but also to older types of property. For the market valuation of a property, data from the real estate
market environment is mainly used, i.e. comparison with similar properties and their prices. The Valuation Decree
No. 441/2013 Coll. [1] includes this method of valuation for the first time in 2021. The use of the BIM model in these
cases is in its early stages in current practice. The use of the BIM model for the valuation of real estate using Act No.
151/1997 Coll. on the Valuation of Property [2] and Decree [1], i.e. for administrative pricing, has greater potential.
The administrative price is used for the purposes of calculating property tax, expropriation of buildings,
remuneration of notaries and administrators of inheritance or for calculating the amount of damage caused to the
productive functions of agricultural land [2]. Furthermore, the Law on Property Valuation and the so-called Valuation
Ordinance are used to determine prices in the valuation of investment companies and investment funds [1] and [2].
Neither legal document currently mentions digitalization in the construction industry. In the case of the Valuation
Ordinance, which contains mostly clearly defined procedures, methods, formulas and indices, the use of the building
information model offers the most. The current use of BIM methodology focuses mainly on design practice,
construction implementation and subsequent property management. Currently, the so-called Digital Czech Republic
is being prepared at the legislative level [3]. It is an effort to digitalize the state agenda, which mainly deals with the
construction sector by linking various methods and procedures, e.g. GIS (Geographic Information System), BIM, etc.
In the era of digitalization in the construction industry, the use of 3D models of buildings is increasingly offered
not only for their realization, but also for their subsequent application in various fields. Property valuation is just
one of the fields where complex data can be used. Projects are slowly becoming part of a GIS, from which additional
information can be extracted that can affect the technical condition, value or use of the property. Existing research
in the field of real estate valuation has mainly focused on the costing of the costs required to complete the
construction and on market valuation. For market valuation, the comparative method, income method, regression
models, hedonic valuation, etc. are generally used [4]. The authors are not aware of any studies that deal with the
implementation of digitization in legal documents that are commonly used in practice. The BIM model is used to
determine the value of the property and to monitor changes in the project. According to [5], the value of a property
increases when renovations are made. However, this is a subjective opinion as the changes made may not meet the
demand, which may reduce the price in the market in the long run. However, the Valuation Decree [1] tries to
eliminate the degree of subjectivity and sets precise descriptions including the dispersion of correction coefficients.
The building model includes information that can be used in comparing properties, such as the internal environment
- ventilation, lighting, orientation; dimensions; materials used and their properties [4]. The use of the BIM model
and GIS information is used to create mathematical regression models where the evolution of property prices is
monitored with some attempt to predict future developments, as in the study [6] where property values in Italian
cities were compared. Information from databases is also needed in the valuation according to legal documents,
and therefore it is only necessary to match this data to the correct stage of the valuation process.
This paper presents the requirements of the First Annex of the Valuation Decree [1], which can be obtained or
entered as attributes of the information model, not only in the case of simple smaller residential properties. It
concerns the measurement and calculation of the dimensions of buildings and their parts. Other annexes and parts
of the valuation decree are not the subject of this article. The results of the research at more advanced stages can
be applied not only to residential buildings, amenity buildings, industrial and civil engineering buildings, but also to
building land and agricultural land or water works
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Methodology
The first step in the valuation of real estate is the inspection of the subject property. Actual areas such as builtup space, floor areas, floor heights, thicknesses of structures must be established. The next step is to determine the
type of structures and material characteristics. The Valuation Decree [1] sets out the procedures for measuring the
various dimensions in its first annex. When using a digital building model, the initial step of the whole process is
accelerated as only control measurements can be made. In the case of older properties that do not even have
conventional 2D project documentation at the time of the valuation, this step can be combined with a building
survey, which could subsequently increase the market value of the building. The administrative price of the property
is not affected by the passporting.
The measurement and calculation of the areas of the valued properties is determined for the lengths, built-up
area of the building, number of floors, floor heights, built-up area of floors, floor area, built-up area of the building
and for the built-up area of other buildings [1]. Building drawings and models are always created to the nearest
millimetre. Calculations according to Decree [1] ”...shall be made in metres, square metres or cubic metres, always
rounded to two decimal places”.
The following is a description of each attribute as described in the Valuation Decree [1]:
Lengths
The maximum allowable tolerance of the control measurement is set at 1 %. The lengths for the calculation of the
built-up area of the building are measured in projection in the horizontal plane. Orthogonal projections for older
buildings are best read from digitized cadastral maps. The building model is helpful in this case when lengths may
be distorted due to terrain slopes or other factors affecting the local survey. Knowledge of lengths for valuation is
necessary, and in fact difficult to estimate, for the following structures and technologies: underground pipes and
cable routes (connections), overhead power lines and fence bases.
Built-up area of the structure
As mentioned above, the built-up area is based on the orthogonal projection of the outer face of the perimeter
vertical structures onto the horizontal surface. This area must not include insulating appendages. The calculated
built-up area should again correspond to the value given in the Land Registry. The entry of the new building in the
land register corresponds to the actual construction according to the design model.
Floor measurements
A floor is considered to be a part of a building that has a minimum height of 1.70 metres. The height of a floor is
measured from the lower face of the floor to the lower face of the floor on the next floor. These calculations are
often influenced by ignorance of the thickness of floor structures. Spaces such as attics or basements are also
considered as floors if they meet the 1.70 m height requirement. An underground floor is always considered to be
a basement if the upper face of the floor is more than 0.80 m below ground level.
Floor height
The structural height is calculated from the top face of the pavement to the top face of the next floor. Floor
clearance is calculated from the top face of the floor to the bottom face of the ceiling. In the case of beamed ceilings,
the plane of the admitted beams shall be taken as the lower face of the ceiling. For sloping ceilings, e.g. in attics, the
height is determined at the highest point of the slope. Furthermore, the floor height is addressed, whereby in the
case of single-floor buildings with flat roofs, the clear height of the floor is increased by 0.20 m. Differences in height
per floor are measured according to the built-up area. The height which has the greater built-up area on a given
floor is counted.
The Decree [1] also draws attention in Annex 1, point 3.1, paragraph 4 to cases where no design documentation
is available: “If the drawing documentation of the building sections is not available on a sufficient scale and at the
same time it is not possible to measure the height of the floor without undue difficulty, the height may be taken
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from the clear height increased by 0.30 m. This method of determining the height must be pointed out in the
valuation.”
Floor area
The floor area of the floor in question is defined by the external face of the envelope, including the render. The
built-up area of the floor includes the areas of bay windows and loggias. The built-up area of the floor also includes
the areas where there is no ceiling of the lower floor (staircases, halls) and arcades, passages, etc. In the case of
segmented buildings, the average built-up area of the floor may be considered.
Floor area
Unlike the built-up area, the floor area of a storey is defined by the internal face of the vertical structures,
including plaster or other finishing of the internal walls. This area includes the area of bay windows, loggias, alcoves
(greater than 0.36 m2 and at least 2.00 m high). Furthermore, rooms with sloping ceilings (height at the lowest point
less than 2.00 m), chambers and cellars. The last three mentioned room areas shall be multiplied by a coefficient of
0.8. The area of the staircase is also included.
Decree [1] also mentions the spaces which are to be included in the total only in a certain proportion. These are
terraces, balconies and pavilions (area times 0.17); unglazed loggias (area times 0.20); cellar cubicles (area times
0.10). Common areas are added at the rate of the respective ownership share.
Built-up area of the building
The built-up area of a building is given by the sum of the volume of the lower building (without foundations), the
upper building and the roof. Openings and recesses in the external walls, loggias, unroofed skylights up to 6.00 m2
are not deducted from the total. On the other hand, balconies and uncovered pavilions that extend more than 0.50
m (area times 1.00 m) over the building envelope are added. Balconies smaller than 0.50 m, cornices, dormers, roof
masonry (attics, chimneys, overhanging gable walls, etc.) are not considered.
Built-up area of other buildings
These are buildings that complement the functionality of the whole building. For example, cesspools, septic tanks,
underground tanks, swimming pools, collectors, etc. Property boundary fences shall be measured in square feet of
view area and footings in linear feet. The built-up area of retaining walls is determined by the volume of the
aboveground portion of the structure.

Using the information model for measuring and calculating dimensions of buildings and
their parts
This chapter defines the requirements for the interpretation of information contained in information models. The
Czech Agency for Standardization is currently preparing the Data Standard for Structures (DSS) [7], which defines
the type and form of the information contained for the individual elements of the model. As described in the
previous chapter, the valuation decree has its own requirements for the format and procedure for calculating
building dimensions. The following is a suggested method of using information from a model developed according
to the DSS [7].
Lengths
According to the decree [1], lengths are required in metres. The DSS requires the lengths of structures to be given
in millimetres. The units can be easily converted when creating the necessary reports.
Built-up area of the building
The built-up area of a building is not defined in the DSS. This would have to be added to the information model
as a special parameter. Partial automation of the calculation can be achieved by filtering the external envelope
according to other DSS parameters. However, these will vary from project to project and require an individual
approach. Full automation cannot be achieved. The units defined in the DSS and the Valuation Ordinance are in both
cases square metres.
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Floor measurement
Floor area is defined within the DSS. It belongs to the basic model information group - floors
(StoreyProjectSpecificIdentifier). In addition, it is useful to implement an automatic check to meet the 1.7 m
clearance requirement for a given space. This property can be checked from the room object (IfcSpace) and its room
clearance parameter (FinishCeilingHeight). Again, conversion of units from millimetres to metres is required for
automation.
Floor height
The floor clear height can be obtained from the room objects (IfcSpace) and its parameter room clear height
(FinishCeilingHeight). The structural floor height is not defined as a separate parameter within the DSS. One way to
obtain the value is by using the vertical structure height data and then adding the thickness of the adjacent
horizontal structures. However, these will vary from project to project and require an individual approach.
Within the same floor and different heights, the prevailing room areas need to be checked automatically and
these clearances applied. It is possible to use the bounding vertical and horizontal structures of a given room used
to determine the clear height.
For single-floor buildings with a horizontal roof, the Decree requires that 0.20 m must be added to the values
obtained from the model.
Again, a conversion of units from millimetres to metres is necessary for all values obtained.
Built-up area per floor
The floor area is not defined in the DSS. This would have to be added to the information model as a special
parameter. To use the necessary values from the model, a similar procedure would have to be used as for obtaining
the built-up area of a building. The units defined in the DSS and the Valuation Ordinance are in both cases square
metres.
Floor area
The room objects (IfcSpace) and its area parameters (NetFloorArea) can be used to obtain the floor area. To check
according to the rules of the decree whether a given space should be included in the area total (e.g. rooms with
sloping ceilings, alcoves, etc.), additional automatic checks can be set up according to the relevant decisive
parameters. The same applies to the areas of terraces, balconies and pavilions, etc.
The units defined in the DSS and the Valuation Ordinance are in both cases square metres.
Built-up area of the building and built-up area of other buildings
The built-up area of a building and the built-up area of other buildings are not defined in the DSS. This would have
to be added to the information model as a special parameter. In order to obtain this data from the model, it would
have to be manually subtracted using the individual envelope structures as well as from the standard design
documentation. No direct automation of the calculation is offered here.
If the model is set up correctly and the above mentioned rules are also respected a more efficient solution to the
initial phase of the property valuation can be achieved. The information in the model is put into context with the
requirements for the valuation. The extraction of this information from the model and its supplementation or
linkage with other databases is the subject of future research. This is because it involves linking multiple systems
and databases.
Current valuation programs do not offer interfacing with database systems or digital building models. Although
the programs contain information that is in the appendices of the valuation decree, the reality must be ascertained
from various information sources. The option is then selected from the drop-down button and the value of this
parameter is loaded. However, the source information on unit prices, municipality sizes and coefficient values must
be updated in the same time period as the Valuation Ordinance itself is updated. The indisputable advantage of
using the BIM model is therefore that a large amount of the most important information can be obtained from one
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source in less time than would be the case when searching for information in, for example, the land registry of
cadastral territories, zoning plans or the BSEU (Bonitated Soil Ecological Unit) eCatalogue.

Discussion
The authors are aware of the fact that this research is still in its early stages. However, there are not many studies
on this topic yet, and therefore this research can be helpful in the development of digitalization in the construction
industry and Industry 4.0 in general [8]. On the other hand, this is a territorial model example for the Czech Republic.
Valuation methods in other countries will always differ in some way (local conditions, wording of laws, structure of
settlements and population). However, the idea can be applied anywhere and therefore by anyone (state
administration, appraisers, forensic experts, real estate agents, etc.). By solving the binding of some attributes, new
independent works may arise. Development of information maps in a GIS system, development of software to read
data needed for other purposes (facility management, risk management, cost management, etc.). Based on the
results of this research, the valuation ordinance could be modified to make the required information consistent with
the Data Standard for Structures (DSS).

Conclusion
This article deals with the first annex of the decree (measurement and calculation of the areas of buildings and
their parts) for the valuation of real estate in an administrative manner and the subsequent comparison of the
information required and included in the BIM model, which is important in determining the value of real estate using
the Valuation of Property Act and its implementing decree. The first step is to determine all the dimensions of the
property. Determining the statement of dimensions and all relevant parameters can be done much more easily in a
BIM model than in a conventional measurement. According to the results of this article, the model can be fully used
for property valuation. This is an advantage that can be very timesaving, especially in cases where it is not possible
to find out some measurements during a local survey. In the next stages of the research, other necessary attributes
of other appendices of the valuation ordinance will be addressed to speed up the process of property valuation. Of
course, the information included in the BIM model can also be used in market valuation and comparison of individual
properties, which may be one of the next subjects of relevant research.
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Abstract
This article addresses the impact of the use of BIM on the financing of a construction project. The project of a
home for the elderly in Kolín is chosen as a case study. Input data - costs of project preparation, costs of land
acquisition, construction costs, estimated operating costs and depreciation are set for two variants - with the use of
BIM and without the use of BIM. The method of financing the project is determined - the ratio of own and external
resources, interest rate, discount and required IRR. Based on these data, a cash flow table is compiled and the
minimum rents for both variants are determined by retrospective calculation.
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Introduction
The purpose of this article is to determine the impact of the use of BIM on the financing of construction projects.
The project of a home for the elderly in Kolin was chosen as a case study. The investor's intention is to build the
building using the BIM method, thanks to which it assumes in particular the simplification of facility management of
the building and a partial reduction of operating costs. [1]
The business plan is to lease the entire building to a future senior care provider. The building will be equipped
with the latest technologies and equipment for quality care for the elderly. Individual housing units will also be
equipped to meet the highest standards of senior living.
The administration of the building will be provided by a specialized company directly for the investor.

Project data
Built-up area of the building: 1,083 m2
Number of rooms:

53 pcs

Single

36 pcs

Double

17 pcs

Max. number of accommodated clients: 70
Number of employees: 15

Location
The building will be built on Smetanova street in Kolín. It is a quiet built-up part of the city in the lower part of
Husovo námměstí.

Figure 1: Location of the project (source: author)
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Competition
Currently, there is one home for the elderly in the city of Kolín. It is an old building that no longer meets current
images about senior housing. Even its location is unsatisfactory, it is close to the railway. Nevertheless, it is fully
filled and a long waiting list is kept in place. This fact convinces the investor that there is great interest in this type
of service in and around the city of Kolín.

Benefits of the project
The main benefit of the project is the creation of new units for the accommodation of seniors, where they will be
provided with daily care. Furthermore, the creation of 15 new jobs for medical staff.

Criteria for project success
The project will be successful if it is possible to find an operator who will be willing to pay at least the minimum
rent required by the investor. The operator must be found before obtaining a zoning decision.
Parameters for determining the minimum rent:
 Discount rate set at 3%
 Minimum IRR for project profitability - 6%

Project financing
The total cost of the construction is CZK 68.2 million, including the reserve. The investor will pay 20% from his
own resources, the remaining 80% will be drawn from a loan from the bank. The loan will be for 15 years with an
interest rate of 5%.

Methodology
Based on the project input data, a CF table was compiled in MS Excel. To reduce the risk, 10% vacancy was
considered. The function "Sensitivity analysis" - "Search for a solution" was used to calculate the minimum rent. The
value of the required IRR project (6%) was set as the set value, the amount of the annual rent was set as the
measured (calculated) value.
Two variants were assessed - without the use of BIM technology and with the use of BIM.
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Results
Table 1: Input data (source: author)

Variant 1 – without BIM

Variant 2 – with BIM

4 000 000 Kč
200 000 Kč
960 000 Kč
(40 tis. Kč/měs)
5 160 000 Kč

6 000 000 Kč
200 000 Kč
1 440 000 Kč
(60 tis. Kč./měs)
7 640 000 Kč

1. Project preparation
Project documentation
Measurements and surveys
Project management
TOTAL

2. Land
Land
8 000 000 Kč
Encumbrances
500 000Kč
TOTAL
8 500 000 Kč
3. Realization of construction

8 000 000 Kč
500 000 Kč
8 500 000 Kč

Cost of the construction
Reserve 10%
TOTAL
4. Operating costs

62 000 000 Kč
6 200 000 Kč
68 200 000 Kč

62 000 000 Kč
6 200 000 Kč
68 200 000 Kč

Depreciation (30 years)
Operation
TOTAL

2 066 667 Kč p.a.
1 500 000 Kč p.a.
3 566 667 Kč p.a.

2 066 667 Kč p.a.
1 200 000 Kč p.a.
3 266 667 Kč p.a.

Ad 1)
The price of project documentation varies depending on the use of the BIM method. Creating a comprehensive
BIM model is more time and technically demanding [2], so the price of project documentation in BIM was estimated
for this example to be 50% higher.
At the same time, the estimate of project management costs was increased. When using BIM, it is necessary for
the BIM coordinator to work on the project from the very beginning. He should be able to solve the problems
associated with the use of BIM from the preparation of project documentation and further during the construction
itself and putting the building into operation. For this reason, the cost of project management is also estimated to
be 50% higher than with the conventional method of construction.
Ad2) and Ad3)
The costs of acquiring the land and the building itself are the same for both variants. Cost savings during
construction using BIM are not expected.
Ad4)
The operating costs in the variant without the use of BIM were determined on the basis of a comparison with
similar objects. In the variant using BIM, the operating costs for this example were reduced by 20%, mainly due to
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the fact that the use of the BIM model in the management of the object by its implementation into the CAFM system
is assumed. When using the BIM method in building management, the investor assumes [3]:
 More efficient maintenance
 More qualified decision-making thanks to current information in the model.
 More efficient use of energy
 Overview of energy consumption in the CAFM system with an integrated model, the possibility of simulating
modifications to the regulation of building systems.
 Simplify maintenance and recovery
 Maintaining an up-to-date database of information and data in the model makes it possible to monitor the
expected state of wear of individual elements, control of periodic revisions, etc.
 Improving building lifecycle management
 More accurate monitoring of building life cycle costs with regular updating of information in the model.
Variant 1 – with BIM
The total amount of
investment

81 860 000 Kč

Own resources

20%

Interest rate on own resources

1%

Loan

80%

Loan maturity

15 years

Loan interest rate

5%

Discount

3%

IRR

6%

Variant 2 – without
BIM
84 340 000 Kč

To assess the success of the project, a CF table was created, which, based on the set minimum IRR, is used to
calculate the minimum required rent.

Table 2: Evaluation (source: author)

Minimum required rent

Variant 1 – with BIM
773 908 Kč/month
11 056 Kč/month/bed

Variant 2 – without BIM
766 168 Kč/month
10 945 Kč/month/bed

Conclusion and discussion
The investor is convinced that the current demand for places in nursing homes exceeds the supply in the given
locality. Due to the competition, which offers a very low quality of accommodation in an unsuitable location, it is
decided to build a new home for the elderly, which would exceed the competition both in the quality of care and
housing itself, and in the place where it will offer these services. The basic premise is to achieve the required
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minimum rent. Regarding the use of BIM, the difference between the minimum rent between the two options is
minimal, the use of BIM can be made without a significant financial impact on the investment.
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Abstract
This article acquaints readers with two topics which are often discussed currently. The first topic is focused on
brownfields, how to deal with them and how to solve their impact on environment. The introduction of the article
approaches the issue of brownfields and summarizes the definitions of basic terms that readers need to know in
connection with the topic. It describes the basic division of brownfields in terms of economic attractiveness and
explains the main difference between brownfields and greenfields. The following chapters briefly show the history
and current view of industrial brownfields in the Czech Republic. The other very actual topic is focused on the
possibility of connecting BIM (Building Information Modeling) with brownfields and on how BIM modeling
technology for subsequent use of the data model within the Facility Management in the phase of operation,
management and maintenance of the building could be used.
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Introduction to the issue
Definition of brownfields
The term brownfield is taken from the English language and can be generally defined as a certain obsolete
property that cannot be used effectively enough for its original or other purpose without providing a process for its
regeneration and restitution. In this way we talk mainly about logistics zones or existing areas which were operated
and associated with industrial activities in the past, but currently these zones are not used anymore, because now
in these industrial areas, the spaces are not suitable for any appropriate use. In most cases, we talk about areas
which are contaminated by, for example s hazardous waste, or buildings unsuitable due to their structure or design
for use. But there is some potential to revitalize these areas by cleaning and renovation, and thus ensure the
restoration of the building to a usable state. Brownfields arise as a result of structural changes in various types of
economic activities. [1] [2]
In other words, brownfields can be described as complexes that have lost their original functional use during their
lifetime and these complexes are some kind of environmental burden. Not only these already mentioned logistics
zones and former industrial areas can be included among brownfields, but also landscapes that have been damaged
in the past, for example by mining, or also agricultural areas (for example large-capacity cowsheds) or abandoned
military areas. [1] [2]
Division of brownfields in terms of economic attractiveness
The economic attractiveness of brownfields is characterized by several factors in the Czech Republic. These factors
evaluating the economic attractiveness of the area include the of site location, the intensity of the damage of the
building and the zone, which includes the costs of ecological disposal of pollution of the area. Another important
factor is the overall social level and level of education of the population and the ability to promote the location. [1]
Whitefields
Under this term, we can easily imagine the most attractive brownfields from an economic point of view.
Whitefields can be defined as zero-balance projects where investment from public resources is not necessary. These
are situated in very good locations; therefore, the market will take care of the restoration itself. [1]
Greyfields
The term greyfields is associated with brownfields, which are not situated in such exclusive environment as
defined in the previous case. In the Czech Republic, they are often called as projects with low support. Without some
public and high level of intervention, which is often required in these cases, most types of these support projects
would not succeed in the rebuilding project. The support from the public can be provided in a form of public funds,
but also in non-financial form. The ratio of public and private resources is included among the main indicators for
evaluating the effectiveness of public intervention. This ratio usually corresponds to 1:5, which means that the
private sector should invest at least five times more than the public sector in the renewal of greyfields. [1]
Non-commercial projects
When it comes to the non-commercial projects, these are the areas and real estates, where the development of
brownfields is focused on social or environmental goals with a focus on environmental protection. The ratio of public
funds to private funds is usually 1: 1 to 1: 4. These projects often use Structural Fund grants. [1]
Hazardous projects
Brownfields, which are included in the category of hazardous projects, often refer to objects that are in a
threatening condition, which does not allow effective reconstruction. They are dangerous for the human health and
for the environment too. In case the person who caused the damage is not able to repair the damage at his own
expense, the damage is usually financed from the public funds. [1]
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Other projects
In addition to the project types mentioned above, brownfields are also situated in a relatively intensive frequency
in non-commercial areas, where new functional uses for these objects may be hard to find in a long-term
perspective. The reason is a significant predominance of real estate supply over the demand. [1]
Greenfields
Greenfields can be described as the opposite of brownfields. They can be characterized as undeveloped land,
which is still used as agricultural land or areas which are purely natural and newly prepared for future construction.
Sustainable development aims to prevent the build-up in areas of greenfields and gives priority to the restoration
of previously built-up areas - brownfields, which are useless at the moment. [3]

Brownfields versus greenfields
Although the solution of the brownfields issue in the Czech Republic is still in the beginning when compared to
other member states of the European Union, the interest of domestic investors in brownfields management is
gradually increasing. This is mainly a consequence of Europian Union initiative. Support for investments in areas and
buildings, which are unused and neglected in the long term, also comes in a large extent from the state
administration currently, especially from the Ministry of Regional Development, Ministry of Industry and Trade,
CzechInvest, but also from the local self-government. [5]
Modern constructions of production and commercial areas are often situated in undeveloped areas, where the
soil quality is often very high - greenfields. This method of construction has countless advantages for potential
investors, such as quick preparation and implementation of the project or significant savings of funds, where a
significant part of the costs are borne by the state or the municipality concerned. [5]
The brownfields revitalization is much more demanding process and several fundamental problems needs to be
discussed. These include:
 insufficient vision of subsequent use of regenerated brownfields,
 lack of funds,
 complicated, lengthy and often very financially demanding remediation of old environmental burdens, which
prolong the preparatory phase of investments,
 the absence of effective legal and economic instruments to make investment in brownfields more attractive, and
more. [5]
The range of benefits for brownfields revitalization is drastically narrower than for the greenfields, so it is difficult
to compete with this type of construction and the motivation of potential investors is more difficult in case of
brownfields. However, this does not mean that there are no advantages. The advantages of brownfield are:
 already existing connection of buildings and areas for transport and technical infrastructure,
 quality connection to the local and national public transport system enabling quality service and cost savings,
 sufficient amount of people looking for a job in residential areas in the vicinity or within reach. [5]
The main reason why brownfield renovations are currently being pushed through more and more is that the
"greenfield" construction is a contrary to the sustainable development principles. The fact that brownfields are often
located in attractive locations, where vacant land is no longer available in most cases, makes it more attractive for
potential investors. [5]

The history of industrial brownfields in the Czech Republic
The issue associated with the industrial production decline, and thus the emergence of industrial brownfields in
the Czech Republic, became widely known in the 1990s, later compared to other developed countries, where this
issue came to the fore 30 years earlier, thus in the 1960s. The 1990s are associated with a wave of privatizations of
large state-owned enterprises in our territory, which caused a significant increase in the number of abandoned and
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inhabited industrial areas and agricultural complexes, production halls, warehouses and other similar facilities.
These abandoned entities and territories pose a major challenge to the sustainable development of cities and towns.
These objects remain empty due to harder utilization and also because the investment costs for the necessary
revitalization reach such high amounts that they significantly exceed the real financial possibilities of potential
investors in most cases. That is the main reason why brownfields continue to decay and thereby constantly burden
their immediate surroundings. [4]

The current situation of industrial brownfields in the Czech Republic
In most cases, the current state of individual industrial buildings does not meet the technical or dispositional
requirements required by modern technology in connection with industrial production. The result is the frequent
implementation of new technological and logistics zones located outside the city centers with connections to the
main communication networks. The construction of new industrial buildings on greenfields is not lead to the
sustainable development of the area in the long horizon. Consequent termination of industrial activity within these
buildings will lead to a problem with finding a new use of these buildings and thus to the emergence of new
brownfields. [2] [4]
Brownfields provide significant potential for further development. Regeneration of the resulting brownfields has
a positive social and economic impact on the site, despite the fact that their preparation often requires high financial
and time demands. Brownfields represent an economic resource for business and the opportunities that need to be
utilized, as well as a historical and cultural footprint that should be preserved and reconstructed in some way. [2]
[4]
The National Brownfields Database was set up within the CzechInvest business and investment support agency.
The purpose of this agency is to register and provide an overview of the number, character and development of
currently unused areas meeting the definition of brownfields and greenfields in the Czech Republic. Subsequently,
the registered areas of recorded brownfields are offered to potential investors for subsequent use. Within this
database, some localities applying for support within the subsidy programs of the Ministry of Regional Development,
the Ministry of Industry and Trade or the investment incentive are registered. Their goal is to find a faster and easier
new economic and public profitable use of these places located in towns and cities in the Czech Republic. [2] [4]
Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.
It is not easy to determine unambiguously the exact number of brownfields , but according to MIT estimates (up
to 2008), there are over 11,000 brownfields in the Czech Republic waiting to be renewed. In October 2020, a total
of 3,330 areas were newly registered within the National Brownfields Database. A total of 517 territories were
issued, for which approval from the property owners with their public publication was obtained. [2]

Number of localities in the National Database of Brownfelds as of 20.10. 2020 [2]
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Connecting brownfields with BIM modeling technology
The problems that are associated with the registered and used data within individual brownfields databases are
just a representative example of problems that can be relatively easily solved by the correct implementation of BIM
technology. Currently, a strategy for the implementation of BIM is being prepared in the Czech Republic within the
framework of legislation. The problem associated with implementing BIM is more complex than it may seem at first
glance. The goal of finding a suitable strategy for the implementation of BIM in connection with brownfields requires
not only meeting the requirements of many involved authorities in the field of construction legislation, but also
finding out how brownfield renovation can affect the daily life of all of us. Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.

Database of brownfield from the point of view of BIM data
Raising awareness of the issue of implementing BIM technologies in connection with brownfields could address
the current state of insufficient rules or work inefficiencies within the brownfields database. The aim is to try to
implement and appropriately set up the processes of BIM technology in connection with the solution of brownfields
so that this issue can be solved in the most efficient way. It could positively implement BIM technologies using, for
example, urban and landscape planning, where the idea of modifying the relevant area or building would be best
demonstrated by three dimension visualization. However, BIM technology offers more than just digital visualization
in three dimensions. It is possible to bring into the model a lot of important data and information, that can be
updated according to the development of the territory. The brownfields database itself is one of the areas where
the implementation of BIM technologies can improve the process itself. Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.

BIM and Facility management
One of the main reasons to focus on BIM technology in connection with Facility Management is cost savings in
the management and maintenance phase of the building. The operational phase has the greatest impact on the life
cycle costs of the construction. Even though the creation of the Building Information Model itself will cause a higher
total cost for the project, this investment, with the correct creation of the BIM model, can be balanced several times
in a more efficient way of managing and maintaining the building during the life cycle of the building. The BIM model
will then enable easier access to the necessary information, for example in the case of planning changes to already
completed constructions within reconstructions, will enable simple design of several variants, performing
simulations of various situations and more other benefits. Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.
The main advantages of connecting Facility Management with the Building Information Model include, for
example, that:
 thanks to access to information on the use of the building, it is possible to ensure clearer management of
individual areas of the building,
 the BIM model maintains up-to-date information on the condition of the building and related assets, making it
easy to ensure more efficient maintenance,
 BIM model allows to compare different variants of solutions and their energy needs, therefore one of the
advantages can be considered efficient use of energy,
 thanks to the Building Information Model, it is possible to carry out the relevant renovations and maintenance
work of the building more efficiently. Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.
Under the term Facility management in the Czech Republic, most people imagine only the usual construction
management focused primarily on the management and maintenance of the building, so it is necessary to change
the overall view and approach to this issue in order to take full advantage of the BIM model. Therefore, it is
necessary, among the other things, to define further use of the created data suitable for the operation and use of
the construction. Ideally, the future facility manager should already be part of the project team and be able to
participate in decision-making. Then the complete design would correspond, among the other things, to the
possibilities for quality and economical operation of the building. The greatest benefit and use of the whole issue in
connection with the use of data is focused on the operational phase of the construction life cycle, but when setting
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rules and decisions in previous phases, it is necessary to consider the use within the Facility management. Chyba!
Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.

Conclusion
Currently, the restoration of brownfields and greenfields is a highly discussed and current topic. Within the Czech
Republic, it would be appropriate to determine a uniform methodology for proceeding with the registration of these
areas and brownfields or greenfields. A follow-up problem is also the subsequent update of the obtained data. These
are not only relevant data obtained from brownfields databases, but above all output data and information about
the building, which would be appropriate to use effectively even after the completion of the revitalization itself.
Then it can be said that the information about the building is effectively used for the management and maintenance
of buildings within the field of Facility Management.
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Abstract
Time constraints and extreme risk burden on the part of the contractor are the main characteristics of this type of
construction projects financed from public funds. Clearly defined processes and deadlines provide a unique
opportunity to map, analyze and evaluate the risks that affect the project in all its phases. In the form of a
questionnaire with a combination of determining the weight and the percentage of potential impacts of risks, such
outputs can be achieved that will allow for this specific area of construction projects to build a model that will
provide contractors with better preparedness and orientation in this risk-exposed environment.
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Construction projects in the education segment have several characteristics that meet the conditions for
conducting research. The description of the processes and the closedness of the entire construction project
enables the verification of the obtained information and the confirmation of the functionality (correctness) of
the created models.
The basic and supporting element is a clearly given time schedule, from the emergence of the need,
preparation, design activities, investment approval to the selection of the contractor and implementation. It is
therefore mainly a time frame that defines the space for individual actions, when it primarily limits these activities
and puts under pressure the bearer of their responsibility.
Other type characteristics include:
-

-

These are public contracts subject to the award regime under the PPA
These are smaller orders - up to CZK 6 million
The implementation is generally carried out during the summer holidays - July / August
School-type buildings can always be divided into functional units, which the building or complex must
contain: building envelope, kitchen and dining room, common areas, individual classes, sanitary facilities
and risers, sports grounds, boiler room and heating, outdoor areas and accidents
Another common feature is the socio - political - economic aspects
Adhesion contracts

Small-scale construction projects in the education segment are characterized by another, but
fundamental common feature. This is a high level of risk. The level of risk is amplified by a time frame that does
not allow for more detailed processing of design documents, accurate mapping of the current situation, proper
pricing or sufficient preparation and little room for resolving errors and unforeseen events in the implementation
phase.
Standard contractual relationships will allow the contractor to at least partially balance such unfavorable
conditions with the provisions and arrangements in the contract. The risks should be roughly balanced on both
parties equally and any adverse effects should be fairto distribute. However, this type of public procurement is
an award, including the contractual wording, where the contract is sent only for acceptance together with the
documentation. The potential contractor must accept the contract, without possible modifications or changes,
and it depends only on his "courage" or. the level of risk he is willing to accept.
Smaller school construction projects should therefore be seen as possible opportunities - that is, with the
positive impact of the effects of risks. Negative impacts - threats, the contractor must always be reflected in the
prices submitted in the bid, before the start of the work. Additional work should not be an automatic part of the
anticipated settlement of potential losses and the contractor must keep in mind that if there is no major design
error (or misjudgment of the current situation), the maximum allowable limit for price deviation from the amount
won is 10%, incl. 21% VAT rate.
Absence of time for sufficient preparation of documents a execution, resp. submission of a factually,
technically and volumetrically correct offer by the contractor, led to the intention to map, describe all processes
and create a model that would be able to capture recurring risk effects and point out individual threats.
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First step:to create a model is to collect and classify the ideas of risk factors. Their search and
identification.
Figure No. 1: Influencing factors and areas affecting the construction project
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Source: Own processing

The result of the interviews and the brainstorming survey was a mapping of the process of the order from the
point of view of the contractor. According to the findings, another stage was added, namely the so-called "prebidding phase".
Identified phases of the contract - from the point of view of the contractor:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Pre-bidding phase
Bidding phase
Pre-production phase
Production - implementation phase

Second step: after defining the individual phases - is the decomposition of the mentioned process into
individual risks or aspects that may have an impact and impact on the project.
In the case of the pre-tender phase, it is a time frame in which the demand, tender documentation, PD, VV,
wording of the SOD, time schedule - ie deadlines for submission of bids, space for work, etc., will be received,
and the potential contractor considers the degree of risk, which he is willing to undergo. This is the phase when
the contractor decides on participation or non-participation in the tender and consideration of all risk aspects
before the actual creation of the tender and the actual start of the processes that result from the tender phase
and the associated costs.
In the pre-bidding phase, the following factors were identified:
A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
A.6

Relevant time space for processing the price offer
Available production capacities - own / foreign
Availability of key supplies
Project documentation and list of works
Terms of reference
Construction tour
Availability, access, conditions on the construction site, construction
A.7
site equipment
Verification of the actual condition of the proposed repairs by the
A.8
designer
Guarantee of a "knowledgeable" person on the construction site
A.9
during implementation
Table 1: Name and description of the risk from the ongoing phase
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Source: Own processing

Third step: Distribution of individual risks from the point of view of research into two question parts.
E.g. identified risk from the Pre-bidding phase: A.1 Relevant time space for processing the quotation
1) Subjecting this risk to qualitative analysis
Table 2: Working form of the basis for performing a qualitative analysis of this risk

Source: Own processing

Figure 2: Sample from the questionnaire - part for quantitative analysis

The interviewer presents the respondents (in this case it is time to process the price offer and deliver all the
requisites imposed by the tender documentation) the opportunity to comment on the seriousness of the risk
posed to him and with what probability the identified risk may occur.
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The results of the questionnaires will then be entered into the risk matrix. With a sufficient number of
respondents, the output of this part should be a coefficient that will correct the outputs of the second half of the
interviewed part of the risk identified above.
Source: Microsoft forms platform - customization

2) Assignment to a given situation - possible real impacts. In the case of "A.1 Relevant time space for processing
the quotation", these are expected deviations (possible additional costs) expressed as a percentage of the original
calculated costs, which are likely to occur depending on the specified time period provided to the contractor to
process the offer.
Table 3: Working form of the basis for obtaining specific values of possible negative impacts

Source: Own processing

Figure 3: Sample from the questionnaire - part for obtaining specific values of possible negative impacts
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The second half of the inquiry, on the identified risk from the relevant phase of the project, is devoted to
obtaining information about real possible impacts that have already affected the interviewed company according
to past experience, or the interviewed company has it set, or an estimate of possible impacts that the company
always considers, and so he must reckon with them.
The percentage "value" parameters were set within a narrowed survey by a questionnaire.
The respondent has the opportunity to divide the answer under the interviewed part - in the "Note".

Source: Microsoft forms platform - customization
Fourth step:the actual composition of the whole questionnaire. The introductory part will be devoted to
general questions - such as the name of the company (will be optional - due to the publication of more sensitive
data and possible anonymity), turnover, number of employees, ... but also topics to develop, evaluate and find
answers to research questions. , or confirm - refute the already presented hypotheses.

Figure 4: Example of a questionnaire - introductory part Source: Microsoft forms platform - customization

The fifth step: evaluation and synthesis of outputs from the above questionnaire. Both possible variants of
outputs will be used - Excel line and graphic diagrams.
To ensure the appropriate weight of the identified outputs, it is planned to address about fifty companies with
the assumption of obtaining information from at least sixty percent of respondents. The basis for a meaningful
analysis to this extent should be reasonably sufficient.
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Figure 5: Example of a questionnaire - line evaluation of the obtained data Source: Microsoft forms platform - customization

Figure 6: Example of a questionnaire - graphical evaluation of the obtained data Source: Microsoft forms platform customization

Step six: use of data and outputs from the analysis to build a model for working with the risks of small-scale
school projects for construction contractors.
The created model will also include verification in real conditions.

Conclusion
Necessary data that is necessary to obtain for adequate analysis and relevance of the outputs, they are
quite extensive and detailed. The formulation of questions and the compilation of the questionnaire is the
backbone of the whole project, because without the cooperation and generosity of the interviewed subjects it
will not be possible to achieve the necessary information. Due to the expected time occupancy of the
respondents, it is necessary to obtain all the answers in one step, resp. from one questionnaire. It is necessary to
analyze each risk in terms of the degree of importance and in terms of the degree of possible negative impacts,
resp. extra costs incurred. The relevance of the output data will be proportional to the number of completed
questionnaires.
The creation of the model will depend on the quality of the analyzed data with preference for riskier
factors with greater negative impacts. The usability of the model will be continuously tested on already
implemented projects.
If there is a sufficient basis for the synthesis of the necessary information, the outputs could be of such
informative value that would allow the creation of a Model for the relevant risk assessment of small-scale school
construction projects. Simple operation and speed of the obtained information should find application in spwhich
do not otherwise work with the risks systemically - or at all.
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Abstract
The paper presents a low-code development platform called Xeelo that was configured for the purposes of
digitalization of procurement processes of subcontractors. At first the low-code technology is briefly described.
Then the logic of developing a digital application using Xeelo is explained. After that the main Xeelo components are
introduced (companies, object types, objects, object lines, and workflows). Then two Xeelo companies are described
(e-procurement and Base package). The Base package is dedicated to user and profile management, as well as
management of common lists of data that are used within multiple objects. The e-procurement provides the general
contractor’s users with tools to manage procurement of subcontractors. Later four main objects from the eprocurement company are described since these are the most important objects for supporting the procurement of
subcontractors (Subcontractors, Work packages, Projects, and Tenders). At last a workflow example related to the
object Projects is introduced in order to present possibilities of Xeelo for developing various workflows.

Keywords
construction; digital transformation; low-code development; process management; procurement
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Introduction details
Aim of this paper is to present a digital development platform that enhances the digitalization of procurement
processes of subcontractors. In the previous papers [1]–[5] the author modeled the procurement processes using
process maps as well as modeled use cases using UML modeling. When necessary foundations were laid then it was
decided that modern digital development platforms can provide tools to digitize almost any kind of business process
without the need of hard coding, hence a research of process management digital development platforms was
carried out, based on which a suitable digital development platform was selected.
The selected digital development platform is called Xeelo. Xeelo is a versatile platform that can digitize a wide
range of business processes without the need of hard coding. Xeelo is one of so called low-code development
platforms. These platforms require little to no coding to build applications and processes. Instead of using complex
programming languages, they employ visual interfaces with basic logic and drag-and-drop capabilities for developing
mobile and business applications. [6] Rather than spend the time on manual effort to code an app from scratch that
is made up of common features and components, low-code platforms let the developers work from existing
templates and drag prebuilt elements, forms, and objects together. [7]
Xeelo in particular is a low-code platform that specializes itself in process management by handling request. It
also allows its power users to integrate it with other applications using its integration platform called DEX. [8]
The problem that the paper is dealing with is the necessity to digitize procurement processes of subcontractors
in the construction sector, because these processes currently depend highly on analogue work and their
standardization is poor.

Methodology details
The methods how results were obtained are following:








semi structured qualitative interviews with construction procurement specialists,
analysis of current procurement processes of subcontractors,
analysis of current digital platform’s functions supporting procurement processes,
author’s innovation of functions that can support procurement processes,
modeling process maps representing the procurement processes of subcontractors,
research of UML diagrams,
modeling of UML diagrams.

Analysis of current procurement processes of subcontractors, and their modeling utilizing process maps, and
analysis of current IT model’s functions supporting procurement processes, and modeling of general contractor’s
use cases using UML diagrams were conducted in authors prior publications [1]–[5].

Results details
The general logic of developing applications with Xeelo platform is to utilize its main components and
interconnect between themselves. The main components are following:






companies,
object types,
objects,
object lines,
workflows that consist of roles, statuses and workflow actions.

The fundamental component is an object line, which represents a field in a form that the end user can fill in with
required values. Xeelo offers a range of object line types, e.g. textbox, number, checkbox etc. Object lines are
aggregated into specific objects that together form a layout of object lines that are presented to the end user for
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data input and/or evaluation. Objects are then aggregated into object types that do represent a group of objects
that have a common meaning in the overall application. The highest level of aggregation are companies that do
aggregate relevant object types together. A company can for example be the whole model of procurement of
subcontractor. For these purposes it is for example necessary to have database of subcontractor and a database of
work packages that are represented by Xeelo objects. Because these two objects are generally lists of data without
any complex processes, they can be aggregated into object type called Master data.
Each object can have its dedicated workflow or workflows can be defined in a universal manner so they can be
assigned to multiple objects. Each workflow consists of at least one role and one status, which together form a
workflow step. In addition to workflow steps a workflow actions can connect multiple workflow steps together. It is
completely up to the power user to define from which roles, statutes, and workflow actions does the workflow
consists of. Hence it is possible to cover a wide variety of business processes in Xeelo.

Figure 8: User interface of the e-procurement platform

Companies
Base package
This company allows the end users with appropriate permissions to manage access of users, their permissions
and lists of data that are necessary for the data takeoff by the end users. The principal object types of this company
are Administration and User management.
The User management object type allows the end users with appropriate permissions to create and manage
access of users, be it internal coworkers or external partners, and their permissions within Xeelo instance. New users
can be created and existing users can be managed in the object Access request where general information about
the user have to be filled in. The permissions of users are defined in the object Profile request, where permissions
are aggregated into profiles that are then assigned to individual users in the object Access request.
The Administration object type allows the end users with appropriate permissions to create and manage lists of
data that are usually valid for multiple objects and are therefore set apart from the other objects to be maintained
by appointed data administrators. These lists could be for example list of countries, list of currencies etc.
e-procurement
This company represents the whole procurement process of subcontractors and provides the end users with
appropriate permissions to create new and manage existing projects, their related tenders, and manage the
database of subcontractors and work packages.
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Figure 9: View of the two companies

Main objects
The four main objects that will be presented are: Subcontractors, Work packages, Projects, and Tenders.

Figure 10: View of the four main objets

Subcontractors
This object represents a database of subcontractors that the general contractor works with and/or invites into
tenders for specific work packages. A duplicity validation was configured based on company’s VAT ID and Country,
this should prevent creation of duplicated records of identical subcontractors within the database of subcontractors.
Information that are stored about the subcontractors are following.
 Information related to the business register, such as VAT ID, official title of the company, registered address of
the company etc. The presented Xeelo instance has a connection to the Czech business register and can hence
based on for example registration number download actual data about the subcontractor’s company into the
database of subcontractors.
 Contact details of the subcontractor are stored as well, such as e-mail address, telephone number and bank
account. For the purposes of e-mail correspondence recognition e-mail domains of the subcontractor are also
stored.
 Each subcontractor shall have a list of work packages that he is able to deliver to the general contractor. The list
of work packages is based on active work packages within the object Work packages. The list of work packages
that the subcontractor can deliver is maintained by appointed users of the general contractor. The appointed
user of the general contractor can define for which work packages is the subcontractor favorite.
 At last a list of certificates is available for each subcontractor. Available certificates may have defined expiration
date. In case expiration date is defined Xeelo will check each day, whether certificates are still valid. If a
certificate is about to be expired a notification will be sent to defined general contractor’s user as well as onto
subcontractor’s e-mail address 30 days prior to its expiration in order to provide a new certificate. To have a
clear overview at the first glance badges with various colors are assigned to certificates that are about to expire
or are already expired.
Work packages
This object represents a list of work packages that is generally a classification system that the general contractor
utilizes for classifying works, materials and other construction assets that need be delivered onto his construction
sites. The utilized classification system is completely up to each general contractor’s decision. This paper utilizes part
of the CCI classification system to demonstrate functions of configured procurement platform. [9]
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Information that are stored about the work package are following.
 Each work package has a unique ID and a title and it is possible to define whether this work package is active or
not. Since the most classification systems are hierarchical then it is possible to define dependencies between
work packages. That is why each work package can have one parent work package and multiple child work
packages. For better user experience the user can assign multiple child work packages at the same time.
 At last each work package can have its standard data that can be used in other objects to automatically define
various values based on selected work package. As an example a standard duration of procurement process in
days is provided, which will assist the responsible person for the work package to work out time schedule of
tenders.

Figure 11: Detail view of the object Projects with its object lines

Projects
This object contains list of projects that the general contractor plans to construct or plans to take place in the
tender for a general contractor or does already construct. Hence there is an approval workflow to approve only
projects that are really to be constructed by the general contractor.
Information that are stored about the project are of following.
 General information such as project title, construction site location, commencing and terminal date and other
details.
 For the purposes of sending a request for proposal to the subcontractors a link to complete documentation is
provided. A link is provided because it is not expected at the moment to store complete documentation at Xeelo
since general contractors use various storage solutions, such as FTP or cloud storage services, etc.
Each project can have defined work packages that will need to be delivered to the construction site in order to
construct the project. When work packages are defined the user can create defined work packages into object
Tenders with defined responsible users of the general contractor. When commencing date for each work package
is filled in a date to sign a contract is automatically prefilled based on standard value of related work package in the
object Work packages.
Tenders
This object contains list of work packages per projects that will need to be procured. Tenders can be created
manually by quantity surveyors in this object or generated from object Project using a designated button for tenders
generation.
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Information that are stored about Tenders are following.
 Which work package is being procured for which project. The user can open related work package and related
project using a designated Xeelo function. If he has appropriate permissions he can manage these related
requests for the sake of his procurement or possibly only see their information. Also time schedule of the specific
work package is stored.
 List of bidders has to be defined as well. List of bidders is based on requests in the object Subcontractors where
related work packages are defined. Hence only subcontractors that have a work package that is being tender
assigned as one of their portfolio are visible in the list of subcontractors here. Subcontractors can be defined
one by one or multiple subcontractors can be assigned at once. When work packages are generated from object
Project into the object Tenders then favorite subcontractors will be automatically filled in for each generated
work package.
 At last but not least documentation that is to be shared with the bidders is available. A link to complete
documentation and a link to documentation specific to the work package can be provided. The user of general
contractor may like to add couple of important documents that shall be send to selected bidders as attachments
not as hyperlinks to shared storage. If work packages are generated from the Project then links can be
automatically imported so the user does not have to fill them in manually.

Workflow examples
As mentioned in the previous chapter the object Project has its dedicated workflow because it is expected that
projects will have to be validated by validator and approved by management before the procurement can
commence. Hence following roles and statuses were created:
Roles
 Requestor – role for a general contractor’s user that will create new projects and fill in required data,
 Validator – role for a general contractor’s user that will validate, if required data for created projects are valid,
 Management – role for a general contractor’s user that is represented by a member of the management who
has the authority to approve or reject created projects,
 Quantity surveyor – role for a general contractor’s user that will be able to manage work packages that will need
to be procured.
Statuses
 Saved – status in which the requestor is able to edit data of created project before it is send for validation,
 In validation – status in which the Validator decides whether the filled in data are valid,
 Editing – status in which the requestor is able to edit data that he previously filled in based on Validator’s or
Management’s requirements,
 In approval – status in which the Management decides whether the project is to be approved, rejected or he
wants to ask the Requestor a question,
 Adding information – status in which the Requestor is not able to edit any data, but he is required to answer
questions from Validator or Management,
 Approved – status in which the Quantity surveyor can manage list of work packages and generate them into the
object Tenders,
 Canceled – status to which the Requestor can send the project, if it is not to be constructed, but kept in the
database,
 Completed – status to which the Quantity surveyor sends the Project when it is finished.
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Figure 12: Workflow related to the object Projects

Conclusion and discussion details
The aim to present a digital development platform that enhances the digitalization of procurement processes of
subcontractors was fulfilled as the basic procurement processes of subcontractors were digitized using the low-code
development platform Xeelo. Hence the problem that the procurement processes of subcontractors need be
digitized as they highly depend on analogue work was successfully tackled.
At first the logic of developing a digital application using Xeelo platform was explained. After that the main Xeelo
components were introduced: companies, object types, objects, object lines, and workflows that consist of roles,
statuses and workflow actions. Then two Xeelo companies were described, which are: e-procurement and Base
package. The Base package is meant for user and profile management, as well as management of common lists of
data that are used in multiple objects. The e-procurement provides the general contractor’s users with tools to
manage procurement of subcontractors. Later four main objects from the e-procurement company were described
since these are the most important objects for supporting the procurement of subcontractors. The four objects that
were described are: Subcontractors, Work packages, Projects, and Tenders. At last a workflow example related to
the object Projects was introduced in order to present the possibilities Xeelo for developing various workflows.
The research should continue by developing more objects and workflows using the low-code development
platform Xeelo and integrate it with necessary IT applications that the general contractor’s users utilize for the need
of procurement as well as interconnect already existing objects within Xeelo to provide its users with a seamless
user experience. This all should enhance the digitalization of the procurement processes of subcontractors.
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Abstract
The many municipal buildings are hired to various tenants. These tenants often offer the services which are
important for the citizens. The municipality leader should follow the best interest of the municipality which does
not mean the maximal monetary profit. The wellbeing of the citizens is closely related to the services available in
the municipality. In case the tenants of municipal buildings cover the energy consumption the landlord-tenant
problem occurs. The municipal buildings are neglected and their energy performance is low. In case the high energy
expenditures are significantly caused by the insufficient building energy performance the tenants will ask for
reduced rental or for building retrofitting. The rapid growth of energy price in the year 2021 forced the tenants to
pay markedly more than earlier. The business for many of them gets in jeopardy because of energy expenditures.
The municipality will need to retrofit its’ buildings because the tenants failure would be politic hot issue for the local
politic representatives.

Keywords
building energy performance; energy consumption; Landlord-tenant problem; municipality
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Introduction
This article focuses on landlord-tenant problem in the field of municipal owned buildings which are hired for shops
and services significant for citizens. The relationship between the municipality (landlord) and the tenant (small
trader) are similar to classic form of this problem nevertheless the landlord is limited not only by the profit from the
tenant however by the interest of the citizens. The hypothesis is that the tenants facing to increasing expenditures
for the energy will press the municipality to retrofit the hired buildings. The costs for retrofitting are lower than the
damages which could occur in case the tenants would leave the hired municipal buildings.

Landlord-tenant problem in general
The landlord-tenant problem is characterized as an agency problem which leads to an under-investment in energy
efficiency by the landlord - or an over-consumption of energy by the tenant, depending on the contractual
agreement as to which party pays the energy bills. Where energy bills are the responsibility of the tenant, we expect
landlords to under-invest in energy efficiency measures, since any returns to such investment come in the form of
reduced utility bills, which accrue to the tenant. [1]
Due to asymmetric information between landlords and renters, landlords with tenants who pay the utility bill
under-invest in energy efficiency measures. This underinvestment occurs in multiple categories of residential energy
efficiency: space-heating, water-heating, window thickness, insulation and weatherization. [2]
Heating or cooling incentives are suboptimal when the occupant does not pay for energy use, and insulation
incentives are suboptimal when the occupant cannot perfectly observe the owner's insulation choice. [3]
Many efficiency improvements, such as increased wall insulation or high-efficiency windows, are generally
irreversible and non-mobile investments which typically have a payback period longer than most rental leases. It is
often therefore only feasible for the landlord, rather than the renter, to invest in energy efficiency. [4]
Developing effective energy efficiency policy for the private rental sector is important for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions and protecting the health, wellbeing, and financial security of renters.[5]

The municipality as a landlord
The problem landlord-tenant is well researched in case the private landlord and private tenant. The municipality
as a landlord is in the literature mentioned mostly in social issues connected with private housing however not in
buildings energy performance context.
The relationship between the municipality as a landlord and the tenant is similar to classic landlord- tenant
problem however there are several specific differences.
The municipality is a public body leaded by the mayor who is the elected representative. This constellation gives
the tenants more power comparing the private landlord because the tenants are voters as well and can affect other
voters in the city.
The municipality as a landlord is regulated by only the three paragraphs in the Act No. 128/2000 Coll. About
Municipalities. The most important is the part “the municipality’s property should be used effectively and
economically according the municipal interests and duties resulting from tasks required by the legislative. The
municipality should take a care about its property.” [6] It is very fuzzy formula with crucial term “municipal interest”.
This formula allows consider other criteria except of monetary profit for the decision about the tenant, rental and
other duties. In addition the municipality is not profit organization and the income from rented buildings is not the
purpose of its existence.
In contrast to this the relationship between private landlord and the tenant is restricted by the 119 paragraphs in
the Act No. 89/2012 Coll. Civil Code. [7] It is obvious that tenant and the municipality can cooperate much easier
and for mutual benefit, if both sites work in harmony.
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Methodology
The two information sources were used and compared. The literature review and author’s experience with hired
municipal buildings in the city Žďár nad Sázavou. This city with 20 000 inhabitants could be perceived as typical
middle-size town in the Czech Republic. The literature review showed the landlord-tenant problem when the
municipality is the landlord is not yet researched.

Results
Variable types of tenants in municipal buildings
The tenants of the municipal buildings are many types. There are private persons living in the municipal flats, the
small firms which run their business in the municipal space, small trades offering some type of the service, the
nonprofit organizations and so on.
Process of new tenant choice
The tenants in the hired municipal buildings are chosen by their potential contribution to the wellbeing of the
citizens. This criterion is lucid during the process of new tenant for the municipal space is choosing. The intention to
hire any municipal space is announced on the official desk for 15 days. The applicant should identify himself by the
name, address, identification number of business organization and describe his entrepreneurial plan and offer the
amount of the rental. The applicant’s details are discussed by the City committee which involves the political
representatives only. The City committee discussion is nonpublic and only the result is published [10].
Especially politic sensitive are tenants offering the services which should be available in any city. These are basic
services as drug store, butchers, bakery, basic food shops, kindergarten. These common shops should be easy to
reach for older people. Some specialized services which are usually once in the whole municipality as upholstery,
shoe repair service, bookshop ect. are more important than services which are offered in several places in the city.
These tenants cannot be replaced by any other and their potential cancellation by the municipality would affect
citizens who used their services. These citizens could be offensive to the municipality. The situation is similar to big
bank which is “too big to fail.”

Low motivation for retrofitting of municipal buildings
The tenants’ energy expenditures could be covered by the three possible ways. These will be overviewed by
tenant’s motivation to save the energy, administrative workload for the municipality and the information about
energy consumption availability. The energy expenditures covering ways:
 Incorporated into the rental
 Covered by the advance payments and accounted by the end of supply period
 Covered directly by the tenant independently to the municipality
The first possibility does not require much administrative workload for the municipality however does not motivate
the tenant to save the energy. The municipality covers the energy consumption and does not lose the information
about it. In case the energy expenditures are too high the profit for the municipality is decreased and it motivates
the municipality to enhance the rental. This model is not transparent for tenant if he does not actively ask about the
energy consumption.
The second possibility means the tenant pays separately the rental and the advanced payments for the energy. The
energy expenditures are covered by the landlord however is enumerated separately. The real consumption is
calculated by the end of the supply period (usually annually). In case the sum of advanced payments exceeds the
cost for real consumption the tenant obtain the overpayment. In opposite case the tenants must pay the
undercharge. This possibility requires the most administrative work load for the municipality however the
municipality stays informed about real energy consumption of the tenants. This is very common way how to solve
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energy expenditures. Moreover the information about energy consumption could be interesting for the fresh tenant
in case the previous one is gone. Usually the new tenant has not any idea in this issue.
The third possibility means the energy issue is totally managed by the tenant independently to the landlord. The
tenant chooses the energy supplier and cooperates with him. The landlord is not involved to this relationship. This
possibility is without any administrative for the landlord however the information of energy consumption is not
available. It is obvious this could be done just for the electric energy or the gas. This possibility is very common
because of zero administrative work load for the municipality.
Regardless the modus of energy payments, these are finally covered by the tenants. In case the municipally does
not need to cover the energy consumption, the motivation to reduce it is significantly decreased. The municipal
buildings condition is not watched very carefully because the enhanced energy consumption does not implicate the
enhanced expenditures. And on the other hand the potential retrofits covered from the municipal budged do not
generate the relevant income. The landlord-tenant problem appears in crystal form.

Barriers in monitoring of the tenants’ consumption
The evidence of energy and water consumption and consequent expenditures is necessary for potential building
retrofitting projects.
The electric and gas consumption can be hardly monitored by the municipality in case the tenant has private
contract with the energy supplier. The tenant does not need to inform the municipality neither about energy
consumption nor the expenditures. Fortunately the most tenants are cooperative and reveal this information
especially if they are motivated by the building retrofitting intention.
In case the building is connected to the municipal heat distribution system, the heat consumption is known
because it is measured by the main calorimeter for the whole building. The water supply is the analog situation. This
anticipates the contracts for heat and water supplies are between the suppliers and the municipality as the owner
of the building. In case the building is occupied by several tenants the municipality has to calculate the consumption
of each tenant and sent them the invoices.
The contracts of lease very often do not contain the obligatory for renter to report the energy consumption in
case the supply contract is arranged directly by the renter [11]. In case the renters have changed during the time,
the information about energy consumption within long period could be lost.

Municipal energy management and the rental buildings
Municipal energy management focuses primary on buildings operated and occupied by the municipality or
municipal budgetary organization MBO.
Energy efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU in the article 18 requires: Member States should encourage municipalities
and other public bodies to adopt integrated and sustainable energy efficiency plans with clear objectives, to involve
citizens in their development and implementation and to adequately inform them about their content and progress
in achieving objectives. Such plans can yield considerable energy savings, especially if they are implemented by
energy management systems that allow the public bodies concerned to better manage their energy consumption.[8]
The Directive does not clearly mentioned the municipal buildings, however the energy plans can concern primarily
the buildings. The rental buildings are not excluded.
The energy management itself does not lead to rental buildings retrofitting, because of two reasons:
 The energy consumption is not monitored properly
 The payback period of any retrofitting measure is infinite
The financial benefits resulting from the retrofitting measure are gained by the tenant who did not invest. The
benefits for the municipality are non financial type: the building looks visually better and this contribute to more
beautiful city, the tenant is more satisfied and do not tent to move again, the total cost for proper facility
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management is lower than in case of neglected one, the well maintained municipal buildings can be an inspiration
for the other owners.

The pressure of expenditures for energy
The expenditures for the energy are generated by the both tenant’s processes’ consumption and the technical
condition of the building where the tenant is placed. The technical condition of the building is result of the
maintenance organized by the municipality. During the time of cheap energy the tenant did not pay too much
because of poor technical condition of the buildings. These payments were acceptable and the transaction cost for
the movement to another building was higher.
However during the year 2021 the price of both electric energy and has significantly increased – see the figure 1
below. The price of electric energy gets tripped from 52 €/MWh at 31th December 2020 to 163 €/MWh on 5th
October. The price of gas has changed similarly. The price of heat supply got rise as well. The common cause of this
growth is the rise of the emission allowances’ price. Two electric suppliers in the Czech Republic became bankrupt
on October and cancelled their supplies for the year 2022 and more. The substitutive supplier enhanced significantly
the unit price of the electric energy.
This rice in price makes significant pressure for commercial tenants as small traders especially when the heating
is electrical. These could react by following:





Reduce the energy consumption generated by the production and supporting processes
Move to spaces with lower rental
Ask the municipality to improve the technical condition of the buildings
Finish the business

The first possibility cannot bring additional notable savings because the commercial firms effort for minimal
energy consumption continuously because this enhances the profit.
The absence of alternate space
The movement to alternate space with lower rental is limited by the availability of such space and transaction
cost. The customers use to go to certain address of the workroom and the movement to another place makes a
barrier for some of them. It is not clear how many customers will accept this. The availability of municipal buildings
appropriate for the renting purposes is not very high especially in small towns. The Table 1 shows the numbers of
completed buildings for services and shops regarding the creator. The portion of buildings created by the
municipality between the years 2010-2020 does not exceed 6 %. It implicates the availability of free spaces in the
new municipal buildings with high energy performance is low.
Table 1: The number of completed buildings for services and shops dividend by the creator; source: Czech Statistical Office
The
creator/yea
r
total
natural
person
building
society
municipa
lity
legal
person

2
020

2
019

2
018

2
017

2
016

2
015

2
014

2
013

2
012

2
011

2
010

1
65
5
1

1
46
6
2

1
37
5
6

1
15
5
6

1
11
4
5

1
01
4
3

1
60
7
3

1
71
9
7

1
79
8
6

1
36
6
3

1
56
7
8

2

1

3

1

1

2

1

2

3

1

1

9
1
03

7
7

4
7

2
5

3
6

5
5

4
8

3
6

2
8

7
6

1
7

6

4

6

2

1

2

9

8

5

6
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portion
of municipal
buildings
[%]
portion
of
commercial
buildings
[%]

5,
45

4,
79

2,
92

1,
74

2,
70

4,
95

2,
50

1,
75

1,
12

5,
15

0,
64

9
3,33

9
4,52

9
4,89

9
7,39

9
6,40

9
3,07

9
6,88

9
7,08

9
7,21

9
4,12

9
8,72

The municipality could be asked by the commercial tenant for rental reducing because of higher expenditure for
energy. Especially if the building’s poor condition contributes to the enhanced costs. The municipality can reduce
the rental and especially for the important tenants is this solution the very probable. However the reduced rental
results to the lower income for the municipal budget. This implicates that reduced rental inevitable causes the
financial looses for the municipality. The rentals were reduced for many small traders in the city of Žďár nad Sázavou.
The rentals were reduced during the time of COVID-19 disease restrictions when lot of small traders’ shops had to
be closed. [9]
The last possibility to finish the business is not welcomed for any participant – neither the tenant, neither the
municipality, neither the citizens. This is known for all of them and common effort is done to avoid this situation.
The possible solution to sell the building including the tenants is hardly to arrange because of difficult process for
appropriate buyer finding. In case the municipality would keep current tenants within the building it would be
significant restriction for the potential buyer. This restriction would result to lower price. The lower price would be
politic hot issue. The sell without any guarantee for the tenants would be politic issue as well. The selling the building
after all the tenants finished their business would be similar problem. The most tenants have the retail contract
without time restriction.

Figure 13 The price of annual supply of electric energy for the year 2022. Source: PXE Power Exchange.
https://pxe.cz/Produkty/Detail.aspx?isin=FCZBLY221231#KL
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The reduced rentals and consequently the reduced incomes for the municipality generate the pressure to the
municipality to renovate the rented buildings. The tenants will be attracted to the new buildings which were built
after the year 2010 by the private builders for commercial purposes. These buildings have better energy
performance because the building standard ČSN 73 0540-2 Thermal protection of buildings - Part 2: Requirements
released in the year 2011 enhanced the requirements for heat insulation comparing to the previous version from
the year 2007.
The buildings without tenants would be extreme financial loss for the municipality. The income would be zero
and the expenditures for heating and maintenance would be covered from municipal budget. This perspective
creates the more pressure to retrofit the municipal buildings.

Conclusion and discussion
The both rising price of the energy and absence of alternate space with low energy consumption make a tension
between the municipality and tenants occupying the municipal buildings. Both sides want to avoid tenant’s failure
especially in case of the tenant important for citizens. The failure is not welcomed for the municipality because of
two reasons:




The maintenance costs generated by the unoccupied buildings are not compensated by the tenants. It
means will be covered directly from municipal budget. The empty municipal buildings slowly change to
hovel in long time perspective. Such buildings are flagrant example of poor management of the city
leaders.
The failed tenants and their customers are citizens and could manifest their dissatisfaction by the local
political mode.

Both reasons will motivate the municipality to retrofit the municipal hired buildings very in short period. The
building retrofitting brings many other benefits relevant for the municipality and therefore this will be the solution.
The expected result of contemporary high price of the energy will be more beautiful cities in the next years. The cost
for retrofitting will be covered by the tenants through enhanced rentals.
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